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VEINS IN THE NORTHERN PART OF THE BOUUDER BATHOLITH, MONTANA

by 

Darrell M. Pinckney

ABSTRACT

About 20 miles north or Butte and extending nearly to Helena, 

is an area of 350 square miles containing hundreds of veins and 

altered zones. The bedrock of the area is l) late Cretaceous volcanic 

rocks, forerunners of the Boulder batholith, 2) the Boulder batholith 

of late Cretaceous to early Tertiery age and 3) two groups of Ter 

tiary volcanic rocks lying on the eroded batholith* The veins are 

post-batholith and pro-Tertiary in age,

The veins are largely either quartz-sulfide veins of roesothermal 

type or chalcedony veins of epithermal type. The relations of these 

two types of veins have been the subject of conflicting ideas for 6*0 

years* Three workers have proposed three different genetic classifica 

tions. This report shows that the quartz veins and the chalcedony 

veins are closely related parts of a strongly zoned hypogene vein 

system*

f Strong zonal patterns were established using the grain size of 

quartz (or pyrite vs. carbonate in one district) as well as features 

of the altered rocks* The scale of the zoning ranges from single 

veins through groups of veins or mining districts to the entire min 

eralized area* Single veins are zoned around a core of coarse-grained



quartz5 the quartz outward from the core becoming progressively finer- 

grained* The cores are zoned around eight major centers and several 

lesser ones* The centers and their nearby related veins are assigned 

to central* intermediate* and peripheral zones* Nearly all of the 

veins around the edge of the mineralized area are chalcedony*

. Envelopes of altered rocks consist of seven major bands repre 

senting three major groups of constituents, aluminum silicates* iron- 

bearing minerals, and silica. Plagioclase altered succesively to 

montmorillonite* kaolinite. and sericite; potassium feldspar altered 

to sericite (aluminum silicate group)* Biotite released iron which 

formed successively* iron oxides, iron-bearing carbonate* and pyrite 

(iron-bearing minerals)* Excess silica formed silicified bands  Con 

stituents for which no stable phase occurs were largely leached from 

the rocks*

A model has been constructed showing the arrangement of 

zoned veins and altered rocks in which the minerals produced by altera 

tion are arranged in bands on- each side of the vein, similar to the 

Butte pattern* Along strike from the cores* the inner bands thin and 

pinch out against the vein so that the vein becomes enclosed successive 

ly in the next outer bands* The sequence of alteration minerals along

the veins is sericite. kaolinito, and montmorillonite for the aluminum
0

silicates;rand pyrite. carbonate, and Iron oxides for the iron-bearing 

Minerals*

Alteration is thought to be controlled by reactions between 

wallrock minerals and the pore solution* In the .aluminum silicate 

reactions, H* vas jotted to the rock and Na+ and Cat* were removed.



Carbon and sulfur from the vein were added to Iron of the vallrock to 

produce pyrite and iron carbonate* Carbon, sulfur, and hydrogen 

moved into the vallrock, while Ca , Na*, and some SiOg moved toward 

the vein along concentration or activity gradients*

Teuperaturee during mineralization ranged from beloir 200°C« 

to about 35>0°C,



INTRODUCTION
 

The Boulder batholith contains two large mineralized areas 

within it and several small districts around its borders. The Butte 

district, the most well known of the two main areas, is in the south 

west part of the batholith* A second and larger mineralized area con 

tains several districts and includes much of the northern part of the 

batholith and adjacent areas. This area extends southward about 17 

miles from the north edge of the batholith .and is about 20-miles from 

east to west (fig. 1)   About 20 miles separates the northern

-/Figure 1* Index map of the mineralized area in the Boulder 

batholith.

mineralized area irom the one at Butte. The northern mineralized area 

is generally not well known, and is the subject of this report.

Older work on the origin of the deposits in this area was done

by Knopf in 1913 and Billingsley and Grimes in 1918. These writers
* 

proposed close genetic relations (in the sense of time, space and

origin of materials) between the deposits and the intrusive rocks. 

Their hypotheses were based on the assumption that, since quartz, tourma 

line, and pyrite were the latest minerals to crystallize from the magma

of the batholith and they are abundant in the veins, the veins and 

rooks must be'very closely related. The main objections to this 

generalized type of hypothesis are thats ..' . '





1) It deals only with end members and leaves out the intermediate 

steps between intrusive rocks and the accumulated material in the veins* 

These steps have not been recognized in the field; especially the steps 

by whioh metals other than iron are accumulated and finally deposited*

2) Veins in the area appear to be xenothermal, mesothermal, and 

epithermal types and they appear to represent a considerable range in 

physical conditions of deposition*

One of the older works split the deposits into two groups of 

different ages, one group including the xenothermal and mesothermal 

veins and the other group including mostly epithermal veins. The 

writer noted that these two groups had many features in common and that 

the two groups seemed to change gradationally into each other. More 

knowledge of the veins was needed before genetic concepts of the ori 

gins and the method of accumulation of the metals could be formulated.

The results of the new work are the delineation of patterns of 

zoning of both veins and altered rock, and a model showing how the 

mesothermal types of veins grade into epithermal types. It cannot yet 

be shown Just how the metals were collected from the magma, if indeed 

they were I

The study of the veins was greatly aided by work being done by 

other Geological Survey geologists in the area. By 1957 regional

geologic mapping in and around the batholith had been completed" over
i

nost of its northern part and over some outlying mining districts.
o

EHa work served to define the larger mineralized area as an entity 

separate Irom the many outlying districts, and provided a large fund



of general geologic information useful in the study of the veins* 

Field work devoted entirely to the study of veins in the mineralized 

area was done in 19£8, 19f>9, and I960 by the writer* Previously, he 

had napped in the area and had studied aspects of the mineral deposits 

more directly related to mining.



GEOLOGIC SETTING 

Resume of general geology

The most complete recent summaries of general geology of the 

region are given by Klepper, Weeks, and Ruppel (1957)* Ruppel (1963), 

and Beer aft, Pinckney, and Rosenblum (1963)   The following resuma is 

taken from these reports and other material in tha files of tha U* S* 

Geological Survey.

Tha long interval from late PreCambrian to late Cretaceous 

was a time of stability that was followed by mountain building and 

igneous activity. In general it was an interval of deposition of shelf- 

type sediments broken by a few episodes of erosion or non-sedimentation*

In late Cretaceous timo an episode of igneous and tectonic 

events started that reached a climax with the intrusion of the Boulder 

batholith. A series of volcanic rocks, tha ELkhorn Mountain vol- 

canics, accumulated to a thickness of probably over 10,OCX) feet* The 

batholith intruded well up into the upper part of the volcanic pile 

and hence may have reached within a few thousands of feet of the sur 

face. The last igneous activity directly related to the batholith is 

indicated by a group of granites that were intruded as small plutona, 

flat-lying sheets and dikes of aplite, alasklte, and pegmatite*

A major period of mineralization followed the intrusion of the 

  alaskite rocks and the cooling of the batholith. This is the period in 

vhich the veins at Butte and those in the northern part of the batholith

7
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and adjacent areas were formed. Mineralization had probably complete 

ly ceased before the next sequence of rocks were laid down*

During the Eocene epoch, much, of the batholith was uncorered 

by erosion, a mature topography was produced in the region, and the 

veins were oxidized and locally enriched* Erosion did not cut deeply 

into the batholith, and the present day surface is very near the roof* 

Erosion then gave way to renewed vuloanism.

In Oligocene time, and probably in the late Oligocene, (Smedes, 

1962) renewed vulcanisra deposited several thousand feet of quarts 

latitic tuff over the area, accompanied by the intrusion of many dikes 

and some small plutona of the same conposition* The intrusive rocks 

cut and intrude along many veinsj the tuff, where preserved in min 

eralized areas, overlies older oxidized vein outcrops and therefore 

establishes a minimum age for the period of major mineralization. A 

second period of mineralization followed the Oligocene vulCanism, but 

deposits of this age are of restricted extent and are not the subject 

of this report.

A series of rhyolite rocks, mainly lava flows, and some 

associated intrusive rocks overlie parts of the batholith and its roof 

rooks in the vicinity of Rindni and west of the are* of figure 2. The 

time of their extrusion ia not wen established. Near Rimini they ' 

rest on a mature surface cut on batholithic or Cretaceous volcanic 

rooks. Near Champion Pass, about 12 miles west of Basin, they lie on 

<raarts latite tufi? (Smedes, I960, p. B2U), and have been partly 

dissected by Pleistocene glaciers. In one area southwest of Rinini 

these rhyolite contain low-grade disseminated deposits of gold, but no 

other mineralization has been linked to then.
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Following the extrusion of rhyolite the history of the region 

was characterized by uplift; erosion and glaciation produced a dissected 

upland surface, partly nantled by ground moraine* Many valleys in the 

western part of the mineralized area contain moraines, outvash gravels, 

and other Quaternary deposits*



Mineralized area

The mineralized area in the northern part of the batholith, 

outlined on figure 2, is roughly circular, about 20 niles across, and

Figure 2, Geology of the mineralized area*

comprises about 350 square miles. Within it are hundreds of veins and 

altered zones, several mineralized or altered breccia pipes, dissemi 

nated gold deposits, and various other deposits* The mining districts 

of older reports within the mineralized area are small areas in which 

the veins are more closely spaced than elsewhere and which contain one 

or more centers of mineralization* Areas between some of these poorly

defined mining districts contain strikingly fewer veins* 

The north border of the mineralized area, not completely shown 

on the map, is situated a short distance beyond the north edge of the 

nap-area. The northwest border of the mineralized area is rather poorly 

defined; veins are widely scattered from Rinini to tha valley of the 

little Blackfoot River.'

10



Host rocks

The wall rocks of the veins are andeslte and quartz latlte of 

the ELkhorn Mountains volcanic3 and rocks of the Boulder batholith. 

They are briefly described here. More complex descriptions are avail 

able in publications of the U. S. Geological Survey, Bulletin ll£l 

and Profeaaional Papers 292 and 1*28.

The SLkhora Mountains volcanics are the oldest rocks exposed 

in the mineralized area* These rocks form the roof of the batholith 

along its west side and a large roof remnant near Wickea. Many 

smaller remnants of the roof rocks are in the drainage area of Cataract 

and Basin Greeks* The volcanic rocks have been deformed into broad 

open folds, the flanks of which rarely dip more than 35 degrees. East 

of the mineralized area, the rocks have been divided into three mem 

bers (Klepper, Weeks, and Ruppel, 1957, p. 32) that have an aggregate 

thickness probably in excess of 10,000 feet. However, in the map area, 

the lower unit, largely andesitio tuff, is missing and apparently was 

stoped out by the batholith, but the middle unit (largely quartz 

latitio welded tuff) and the upper unit (largely reworked andesitio 

*ragmental rocks) are present and form the preserved part of the roof*

11



Rocks of the Boulder batholith

The Boulder batholith is about 60 miles long in a northeast- 

southwest direction and about 2f> miles wide. Most of the mineralised 

area is underlain by rocks of the batholith which together with a 

lesser amount of ELkhorn Mountains volcanic rocks are the country 

rocks of nearly all of the deposits considered in this report*

A large part of the batholith, in and near the mineralized 

area, probaly comprises a largo pluton of quarts monzonite or grano- 

diorite that is cut by late magnetic leucogranite intrusives. The 

northern part of the pluton consists of several varieties, most of 

which are similar chemically and ntLneralogically, but differ in grain 

size, color, and fabric* Such textur ally'defined bodies .grade imper* 

* ceptibly into each other, and probably represent different parts of 

the same magma* A few other bodies of this::same composition are 

roughly circular in outline, suggesting that they may be slightly 

later plutons that were intruded into a higher consolidated part of 

the magma.

No relationship was found between the mineral deposits and the 

different textural varieties of the batholith. Rather it seems that 

the textural varieties are related to the roof of the batholith and 

the veins were derived from some more deeply seated source. For this
*

reason the textural varieties are not shown oof the geologic map 

. 2).

12
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The late granites of the batholith, referred to as alaskite, 

are leucocratio pinkish-buff rocks with little, if any, mafic minerals 

and a high proportion of quartz* Within most bodies, regardless of 

size, their texture ranges from fine aplitea to pegmatite. in which 

quartz and feldspar crystals are commonly over one inch across* The 

greatest concentration of these rocks occurs in a belt about 7 miles 

wide that-trends northeasterly, parallel to the long axis of the batho 

lith* Most dikes* and numerous Joints and veins within the alaskite 

belt also trend northeast, so that this trend seems to be a reflection 

of some fundamental structure within the batholith* The position of 

the batholith in the upper unit in the area of the large roof remnant 

west of Wickes indicates that the batholith may have reached to 

shallow depths and hence that the veins were likewise deposited under 

a thin cover*



Nature of vein exposures

The Tertiary and Quaternary deposits shown on the map (fig* 2) 

indicate the amount of cover and, therefore, the density of data that 

was obtained. In the western part of the mineralized area, vein out 

crops are almost non-axistant; in these areas, nearly all of the veins 

are known only from artificial exposures. Even where covering deposits 

are absent the area is covered by thick forest litter that obscures 

the veins and altered zones* In the eastern part of tha area covering 

deposits are lesa abundant and forest litter is thin to absent, so that 

many veins can be followed in almost continuous outcrop for their 

entire length.



MINERAL DEPOSITS 

Age of deposits

The deposits in the area belong to at least two, and possibly 

three, periods of mineralization and are dated primarily on the basis 

of their relation to surrounding rocks, and secondarily on the basis 

of mineralogical similarity. All the deposits are considered to be of 

Tertiary age since they are younger than the batholith which is prob 

ably very late Cretaceous. Because direct evidence was found for only 

two periods of mineralization, the deposits are grouped into older and 

younger Tertiary deposits, with the reservation that the younger group 

may include two periods of mineralization.



Older Tertiary deposits

»

Nearly all the deposits in the area belong to an early Tertiary
C7

period of mineralization* Minimum ago relations can be established 

for only a few deposits , others are put into this group because of 

strong similarities of structure, alteration, vein minerals suites, and 

sequence of events. These characteristics differ from place to place, 

but the differences are gradational and fit a zonal pattern. There 

fore, ail of these deposits aro considered to hare originated in the 

same manner and at the same time* Deposits of the older Tertiary 

group were oxidized during early Tertiary time and their gossans on 

the west side of Alta Mountain (73), are overlain by quartz latite 

tuff of late Oligocene age* Many of them, have also been intruded by 

dikes associated with this early Oligocene tuff* Their age relations 

are therefore established as post youngest batholith rocka and pre 

late Oligocene volcanic rocks.

Weed (1898) considered some veins of this group to be of Decent 

hot spring origin, and Knopf '.(1913,pJ03) considered others to belong 

to the Younger Tertiary deposits. Weed noted that hot springs issued 

fron a small group of chalcedony veins 2\ miles south of Boulder, and 

he concluded that spring waters were altering quartz monzonite and had 

deposited the veins* He extended this hypothesis to account for the 

chalcedony veins northwest of Boulder* This writer examined the

and found that while some springs issue from reins and altered

16
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rock, othera issue from fissures in unaltered rock, and that the 

springs are not presently depositing silica* from this it is concluded 

that the chalcedony veins are not related to Recent hot springs such 

as the ones near Boulder*

Knopf (I913,p.303) considered that the silver-bearing veins in 

the GLancy district, and probably the chalcedony veins also, to be 

younger than the episode of Oligocene vulcanisnu He noted that a 

quartz latite dike associated vith the volcanic rocks was altered 

whero exposed near a vein in the workings of the King Solomon mine (3b)« 

He concluded that the solutions that had deposited the vein and altered 

the adjacent quarts monaonite had also altered the dike* He therefore 

concluded that this vein and similar veins around Clanoy vero younger 

than the Oligocene vulcanism*

The exposures seen by Knopf are now inaccessible* but similar

rocks were found on the mine dump indicating that Knopf f a evidence
*
should now be inconclusive* The part of the dump containing rock from

the dike also contains quarts monzonite altered only to montmorillonite. 

whereas the altered fragments from the dike contain kaolinite* The 

writer has observed many similar dikes altered to kaolinite that occur 

away from veins* In contrast, a vein similar to that in the King 

Solomon (3b) mine, the Boulder vein (116) (Ruppel 1963, p. 5>1) and a 

chalcedony vein at the Mineral Hill mine (figure U)> are cut l^y Quartz 

latite dikes* Therefore, the writer concludes that all of the veins 

in the mineraliaed area belong to the older Tertiary period of mineral 

ization. "  



Younger Tertiary deposits

Deposits in the area belonging to the mid-Tertiary period of 

mineralization consists of a mineralized breccia pipe at the Montana 

Tunnels group of claims near Wick a a (6l), disseminated gold deposits 

in rhyolite southwest of Rimini (Pauper's Dream and Porphyry Dike mines), 

several silicified quarts latite dikes, and pods and Teinlets of 

barite deposited in quarts latite, in older rocks, or in reopened older 

veins* Deposits of these materials are found in both types of Ter 

tiary volcanic rocks that overlie the batholith, and their age is 

therefore established as post-early Oligocene. However, a minimum age 

cannot be established for these deposits. The disseminated gold de 

posits near Rimini are in rhyolite that appears to be younger than the 

early Tertiary quarts latite, but a more exact age for the rhyolite has 

not been established* The rest of the deposits of the younger group are 

in quartz latite* They may be products of a period of mineralisation 

related to the quartz latite vulcanism, or they may be as young as the 

gold deposits in the rhyolite*

The younger, Tertiary group of deposits of this paper corresponds 

to the younger deposits of Knopf'a classification, (Knopf, 1913, pp. U3- 

60) but most of the deposits included by Knopf in his younger groups, 

!  *, the veins in the area around Clancy, are considered by the writer 

to belong to the older Tertiary group* .  '...  
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GBOLOQT OF THE OIDER DEPOSITS 
i

Distribution

As can be seen from figure 2, the veins are by no means evenly 

distributed throughout the mineralized area. The area of greatest con 

centration of veins is the district around Clancyj this extends south- 

westward into the Wickes district. Near the southern end of the mineral 

ized area, a district extending roughly from Boulder to Basin contains 

another great concentration of veins. In several places in these two 

areas, the veins are so closely spaced, only the larger ones could be 

shown on the map. An area about 3 miles wide and nearly barren of veins 

separates these two areas between Amazon and Spring Creek* A third 

belt, involving fewer veins, extends from Basin northward to Rimini. 

Elsewhere in the central and northwest parts of the mineralized area 

the known veins are more widely spaced. This may be in part due to 

poor exposures; these are areas of either heavy timber or ground 

moraines or both.

Within ithe." belts of veins, the veins have a tendency to be 

clustered in groups, as northwest of Boulder, the area extending from the 

Three Brothers to the south of Uncle Sam Gulch, or as on the west side 

of Red Mountain south of Rimini. In general, it appears that in several 

of the vein groups, one or two veins were the site of most intense 

mineralization, and veins farther from them were progressively less in 

tensely mineralized. These main veins often are centers around which 

the minerals In the other veins are arranged in- a lonal pattern.



Structure

Veins in the mineralized area are along regional structural 

trends and some of these trends are more dominant than others in some 

areas. The structural trends are indicated by joints, faults, veins, 

dikes, and stream courses. The locus and trend of these structural
*

elements are thought to be controlled by joints, mostly as sheeted zones 

in the batholith. Directions of the dominant trends are east (t 20°), 

about N. 65° E., and nearly north. Most veins, dikes, and'faults follow 

the east and northeast trends; many post-vein faults follow the northerly 

trend. Foliation in the batholith is veak and is very poorly known*

20



Sheeted zone reins

 

Veins with the simplest internal structure consist of parallel 

bands of vein minerals deposited along the joints of a sheeted zone* 

Many entire veins are of this typo, and many of the more structurally 

complicated veins, if followed along strike to where they thin and 

start to die out, become simpler in internal structure until they are 

merely mineralized sheeted lones* The veins in sheeted zones have 

formed by replacement of the wall rocks between the Joints* Open- 

space type of crustificatioa has not been found in the sheeted zones* 

Replacement "of altered wall rock by vein minerals has usually proceeded 

two or three inches outward from the controlling joints* In the 

sheeted zones, joints are usually only a few inches apart and many rein 

bands merged into each other as adjacent bands become wider by replace 

ment of the wall rock* The end result is a banded vein that contains 

ghosts of former wall rock bands* Such veins are commonly several 

feet wide and look massive, except for a faint striped appearance due 

to thin zones in which the wall rock minerals have not been completely
   

replaced.

Any single band is a long thin lens that thins to a film at 

its edges. The bands are closely arranged in an en-echelon pattern in 

which the strike of the bands and the strike of the vein la nearly the 

same, so that a strong overlap exists between the lenses* Any single 

band may be only a few tens of feet long and a few inches vide, but
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the vein may be several feat wide and continuous for a mile or more* 

The sheeted zone type of veins are by far the noat common type through 

out the area* la many places the vail rock bands between band* of 

vein minerals have been sheared*



fracture zone reins

Many reins are along the zones of anastomosing fractures* In 

these zones each little fracture ray contain a reinlet and the entire 

vein consists of a cesork of intersecting reinlets   In most such 

veins the wall rock beseen reinlets has been replaced to a large 

degree, especially ia tba central part of the rein, and the reins tend 

to be either nassire or of rery complex internal structure* Veins of 

this type are conm tsroughout the mineralized area and In places 

they are 100 fast ?id*.

23



Breccia zone veins

The Initial structure of some veins may have been a fault with 

open, breccias, but replacement has been so thorough, in many of these 

that the initial breccia texture has been destroyed or greatly obscured< 

Where the breccia filling is chalcedony, the crustiflcation tends to be 

well defined, but vhere the filling consists of crystals of quartz or 

anlfide minerals, the Gratification is imperfect* Usually breccia- 

tion continued throughout the tine of vein deposition so that all 

minerals froa the parliest to the latest were broken.



Mineral assemblages

More than f>0 prinary minerals are known Iron the veins and 

altered zones but only about 10 occur in major amounts* One of them, 

quartz, is ubiquitous and another one, pyrite, is nearly so* The rest 

of the minerals, while locally abundant, make up only a small part of 

the total amount of material in any of the veins« No vein is composed 

of a single mineral species, in spite of the fact that only a few 

minerals comprise nearly all of the veins* Rather, the veins are 

formed of groups ox* minerals, each group, or mineral assemblage, con 

sists of two to four minerals that are closely associated in both space 

and time. Individual bands in a vein, and some entire veins, consist 

of only one assemblage, but many veins contain more than one assem-* 

blage* Earlier assemblages tend to be cut and replaced by later 

assemblages, and in many places several assemblages are well mixed*

The minerals of an assemblage are much more closely related 

to each other in tiire of deposition than to minerals of other assem 

blages. Yelnlets of one assemblage crosscuttlng another assemblage 

are fairly common, but within an assemblage such relationships exist

only on a minor scale and can be seen much less frequently than textural 

evidence-of time relations between assemblages* The minerals of an 

assemblage are therefore considered to be contemporaneous or nearly so 

because of a general lade of relations that strongly or consistently 

indicate different time of deposition, and because grain boundary
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relations are not inconsistent with ccatemporaneoua deposition*

The mineral assemblages are listed belov in their order of 

deposition from oldest to youngest| they ares

!  quartz and tourmaline - pgrrite

2* pyrite with minor quartz

3. galena and sphalerite vita ainor qoarts and pyrite

lu arsenopyrite and quarts

5* quartz and pyrite, with or without chalcopyrite, or car 

bonate minerals 

In addition to the five assemblages listed above, an assemblage 

of quartz and molybdenite occurs in ranll amounts in several places in 

the area* It- is older than the pyrite-quarts assemblage, but its 

relation to tourmaline is not known*



Quartz-tourmaline assemblage

*

The assemblage of quartz and tourmaline, often associated with 

pyrite, is 'the oldest in the reins* It is consistently cut by veinlets 

of all other assemblages, but reverse relations nave not been found* 

The quartz and tourmaline are intimately intergrown and are considered 

to have been deposited together, typically' as fine needles of tourma 

line randomly oriented in a matrix of quartz* Veins with large amounts 

of the quartz-tourmaline assemblage occur most abundantly in the 

Rimini mining district in an area extending from the Little Blackfoot 

River to Red Mountain* Elsewhere the quartz-tourmaline assemblage is 

much less abundant and no where are the veins as wide*

Many smaller veins occur along a h or f>-mile stretch of the 

valley of Cataract Greek above the mouth of Big Limber Gulch. In the 

WLckes district, the Micah (65) and Alta (76) veins contain some 

tourmaline* The areas around both Boulder and Clancy are notably 

lacking in the qoartz-tourmaline assemblage* In general, the quartz- 

tourmaline assemblage diminishes greatly in amount with distance from 

the Rimini district.

All veins of the quartz-tourmaline assemblage show a uniform 

banding parallel to closely spaced joints* In the more massive veins 

the interleaved and altered quartz monzonite has been almost completely 

replaced by quartz and touraaline, but as the veins die out along 

strike, some of the bands becor-e thinner and the ve£n contains inter 

leaved bands of altered quarts monzonite. and the original joint is

27
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often preserved in the center of the band. The edges of the band are 

irregular and many crystals, or radiating clusters of crystals* pro 

ject into the vail rock iron the original joint* They thus appear to 

have grown outward from the joint into the wall rock* Tegs or other 

criteria, of open-space filling were not found*



Pyrite-quartz assemblage

The pyrite-quartz asaesnblage consists of coarse-grained pyrite 

and a little milky quartz intergrown into compact nasses* The pyrite 

crystals are anhedral to subhedral and froa one-fourth inch to 2 inches 

across* They hare grown largely by replacement of vail rock as indi 

cated by numerous inclusions of vail rook ainerals, especially serioite,



Galena-sphalerite assemblage

The galena-sphalerite assemblage consists of galena and 

sphalerite and with or without minor amounts of pyrite and quarts* 

Galena and sphalerite are so closely associated that no lead ore ia 

free of zinc, nor is zinc ore free of lead, although some large 

pieces of one may contain little of the other* This is a result of a 

tendency for grains of each mineral to occur in clusters* In most 

places both species are usually present in roughly equal amounts*

The galena-sphalerite assemblage is the "ore" assemblage of 

the area* The galena is apparently argnetiferous; rarely are silver- 

bearing minerals seen in this assemblage although much lead ore ifl 

high in silver, folk analyses of galena indicates as much as 7? 

ounces of silver pert ton; polished sections prepared froa the same . 

specimens contain no silver minerals* except rare and very snail 

specs of tetrahedrite.
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Arsenopyritc-quartz assemblage

Arsenopyrite and quartz constitute a distinctive assemblage In 

the reins. The arsenopyrite has a strong tendency to be in long 

euhedral prisms Intergrown with subhedral quartz prisms* Minerals of 

this assemblage typically and completely fin open spaces along frac 

tures or in breccias but In many places the arsenopyrite-quarts assem 

blage has replaced older assemblages.

The arsenopyrite-quartz assemblage is much less common through 

out the area than some of the other assemblages, and in only a few 

places does it constitute a large part of the veins* Arsenopyrite is 

most abundant in the R1rrin1 district and parts of the EUiston dis 

trict, where seme reins contain so much arsenopyrite that they could 

not be mined because of high-treatment charges imposed on arsenical 

ore at the smelters* In other districts* arsenopyrite is abundant 

only incalfev reins*
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Quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage

Probably* more than eight-tentas of all vein material in the 

area is represented by an assemblage of quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite 

and primary carbonate minerals and is the most widespread assemblage 

In. the area* As veil as pyrite and chalcopyrite,. the assemblage 

contains iron-bearing carbonate, dolomite, calcite, hematite, magnetite, 

bornite, enargite, tetrahedrite, and pitchblende* The proportions of 

the/ minerals in the assemblage range considerably from place to place, 

but the assemblage is usually about nine-tenths quartz; pyrite commonly 

makes up several percent, and chalcopyrite only a few percent or less* 

In some places the carbonate minerals are the dominant minerals of the 

assemblage*  

The quartz of this assemblage shows acre varieties than any 

other mineral, and a classification of the veins is based largely on 

the habit of quartz* The quartz ranges in grain size from crystals 

k inches across through microcrystalllne quartz to the cryptocrystal- 

line varieties of jasper and chalcedony* The color of the more coarse-
*

grained varieties (about one-fourth millimeter or larger) is usually 

milky white, but nearly clear or cloudy white varieties are present in 

small amounts everywhere, and they ire the dominant variety* The 

clear or cloudy quartz grew in open space but the milky quartz grew . 

either by replacement, or if it grew in open spaces, these were   

completely filled with a compact maa» of quartz crystals, all of which 

now appear milky because of the abundant fluid inclusions* Many
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crystals are zoned with inclusions   As the grain size of the quartz 

decreases below about 1 millimeter, the quartz crystals become in 

creasingly anhedral and the finer-grained varieties form a mosaic of 

nearly equidimensional grains. The finest-grained varieties of quartz, 

both Jasper and chalcedony, are commonly gray when fresh, but the color 

ranges.- from white through buff to black* The gray and black shades 

are due to fine intermixed pyrite and possibly other sulfide minerals, 

as shown in a detailed study by Bieler and Wight (I960, pp. 366-371)* 

Weathered outorops of the fine-grained varieties are commonly brown

or red from the* oxidation products of pyrite.
i

Iron, calcium, and magnesium carbonate minerals are fairly 

commonly associated with Jasper and chalcedony and much less so with 

the coarser grained prismatic quartz» In some areas, the presence of 

manganese-bearing carbonates are Indicated by gossans containing 

several percent of manganese oxides. Rhodochrosita ia rare*

Pyrite In amounts generally less than about 10 percent is 

common in the quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite mineral assemblage. Since 

pyrite ia nearly ubiquitous in both space and time in the veins, that 

which belongs to this assemblage is often difficult to distinguish from 

other pyrite. The criteria used are: (1) intimate association, in 

cluding segmented veinsj (2) lack of consistent orosscutting or other 

relations that indicate pyrite ia either older or younger than the  ' 

quartz) and (3) absence of other pyrite in a vein or band of a vein*

Chalcopyrite ia,common in the quartz-pyrite-ohalcopyrite

assemblage, but it usually occur* in small amounts* The amount of   

ohalccpyrite ranges front a maximum of several percent to a trace.



In many veins, especially those composed predominately of jasper or 

chalcedony, the presence of copper-bearing minerals is often indicated 

by traces of malachite. Copper, mostly as chalcopyrito, is most 

abundant In the veins on the east side of Alt a Mountain and near the 

Tillages of Wiches. and Corbin. The only other places where copper
V

occurs in more than ninor amounts are the Crystal mine (100) and Gray 

Eagle mine (129)*

The distribution pattern of the quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite 

assemblage is the sane as that of the veins shown on figure 2. It is 

the most widespread of *"n the assemblages, and is found in. almost all. 

veins that contain ^ny one of the other assemblages* It is the only 

assemblage in many reins, especially in the vicinities of Boulder and 

Clancy.



Older classifications

Two markedly different classification schemes of the mineral 

deposits in the area have been proposed by Knopf (1913, pp. U2-61) and 

by Billingsley and Grimes (1918, pp. 28U-36*l) . These are discussed ia

detail bolow because both of then contain veak points that make them
 

inadequate to handle the great amount of new data* Khopf's system is 

more like the one used in this paper*

Knopf (1913* pp» U2-61) divided the deposits in the area into 

two groups on the oasis of (l) suspected age and (2) mineralogy and 

metal content* Representatives of his older group in the area are - ' 

veins characterized by abundant tourmaline and further subdivided 

into silver-lead and silver-copper veins* He recognized that the 

amount of tourmaline had a considerable range and that tourmaline 

was absent in some veins of this group* He considered that the veins 

had a close genetic relation to the batholith because of their con 

tent of tourmaline* Their age was established as older than the 

quarts latite (Knopf's dacite) because some of them are out by quarts 

latite dikes*

Knopf1 s younger group of deposits (1913, p« 5U-59) included the 

gold deposits disseminated in rhyolite near Rimini, epithermal deposits 

at Marysville and Lowland Creek beyond the map-area, the mineralized 

breccia at the Montana Tunnels prospect (61) near Wickes. the silver- 

bearing veins near Claney, and a large group of nearly barren chalcedony
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veins. These vs"s all considered to be younger than the quartz latits. 

The deposits In Icuiand Greek and at the Montana Tunnels (6l) are in 

quartz la tit e, sad the gold deposits at Rimini are in rhyolite. All of 

these can therefore be considered clearly younger than the older Ter 

tiary veins tha. sre cut by quartz latite dikes. The silver-bearing 

veins near daacy and the chalcedony veins, however, are considered by 

the present -writer to be part of the older deposits.

Billiagslay and Grimes (1918) classified the ore deposits of the - 

entire Boulr.gr cssholith region. Their paper presents much interpreta 

tion, but very little descriptive material. Their approach was to 

relate the ceposrs to the igneous rock from which they thought the ores 

were derived. ?LZJ relate ill groups of deposits to three periods of 

igneous activity Inrolving six igneous phases. The igneous periods arei 

(l) andesite OTrrnrn Mountains volcanics); (2) granite (Boulder batho- 

lith and other z-f^rby plutonic bodies)5 and (3) rhyolite (quartz latite 

and rhyolita volcanic episodes). In the classification of Billingsley 

and Grimes, all tie older deposits of Khopf (1913* pp. Ul-5U) are placed 

in an aplite ^osasj of the granite period. The silver-bearing veins

-/Aalite of Billingsley and Grimes (1913) -is alaskite of this paper,

near Clancy were also included, whereas Shopf had considered them to belong 

to the younger period of mineralization. Billingsley and Grimes believe 

the veins were aerfred £rom the last residue of aplite bodies which 

diff erentisied Zrzm. the rest of the batholith in essentially the place 

they now cxx^yjr* ftrthermore, the aplita bodies were thought to be most
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abundant in the very upper part of the batholith* They believed that 

the ore-bearing part of *i% the veins was restricted to a zone within 

1,000 feet vertically from the roof of the batholith, and that the 

batholith below this depth contained only barren "roots'* of veins* 

Partly as a result of this interpretation, very little mining explora 

tion has been done in the area in the last UO years.

Billingsley and Qriaes' genetic classification is based on 

three main arguments* They believed that (1) a close spatial rela 

tion exists between the aplite bodies and the veins, (2) the last 

vein minerals (tourmaline, quartz, and pyrite) to crystallize from 

the aplite magma were the first to be deposited in the veins, and thus 

the veins represent the last residue from the magma, and (3) the veins 

change in a short vertical interval (1,000 feet to 2,000 feet) from 

galena-rich at the top through sphalerite-rich near the lower part of 

the productive zone, and finally to a "root" consisting of pyrite and 

quartz with a minor amount of other minerals* The writer disagrees 

with most of the genetic concepts presented by Billingsley and Grimes, 

and the implications derived from these concepts wherever they may 

have been applied to the deposits of the area* The main points of 

their classification are discussed below*
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If the reins are related to alas kite, a close spatial associa 

tion of the two would be expected. The distribution of alaskites and 

veins is known much better now than previously, and can be seen from 

figure 2« The mineralized area and areas of many bodies of alaskite 

are "not closely coincident. Veins extend far to the west of the 

alasklte belt into areas where few alaskite bodies hare been found* 

Furthermore* several large complex plutons of alaskite are known out 

side the mineralized area, and these do not have veins associated with 

them*

The presence of quartz and small amounts of tourmaline and 

pyrite in both veins and alaskite is not conclusive proof that the. 

veins are end products of magnatic differentiation* Pyrite is   

scattered throughout much of the batholith in accessory amounts* 

Tourmaline is fairly common In the alaskite in some areas, but is 

virtually absent in the same rock in other areas where veins are 

abundant* Tourmaline is most abundant in the veins near Rimini, 'and 

some of these veins consist of a solid mass of tourmaline with quartz 

and pyrite, but alaskite is sparse in this area* Conversely, the 

alaskite bodies in the vicinity of dancy and Boulder contain about as 

much tourmaline as those elsewhere in the area, but the veins in these 

areas.are almost devoid of tooraaline.

The vein "roots11 of Billingsley and Grimes is the quartz* 

pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage of this paper* This assemblage has 

greater* extent in most veins than does the galena-sphalerite assem 

blage. It occurs at the ends, top, and bottom of ore bodies aa well
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as within them* Ita distribution does not appear to be related to 

either depth below the roof of the batholith or the distribution of 

alas kit a or tourmaline* Furthermore, it was deposited in the reins 

later than the galena and sphalerite*



Classificatioa of veins containing 

the quarti-pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage

As is shown in the description of the mineral assemblages, the 

veins, even though they are composite veins, are composed largely of 

the assemblage of quarCa-pTrite-chalcopyrite. This assemblage is quite 

variable in appearance Iron place to place, and differences in it are 

easily discernible in large outcrops and hand specimens* The most 

striking difference is in the crystal habit and grain size of the 

minerals, especially qnarta. Many veins consist largely of medium- 

grained to coarse-grained aillcy quartz, whereas many others consist 

largely of jasper and/or chalcedony. On this descriptive basis, then, 

the veins can be easily divided into two major groups representing end- 

meraber types: (1) those consisting largely of the coarser varieties 

of quartz are referred to simply as quartz veins, and (2) those con 

sisting largely of Jasper and/or chalcedony are referred to as chal 

cedony veins. Nevertheless, it should be kept In mind that these are 

end-menber types. The veins exhibit a complete gradation from the

one type to the other and jcaoy veins contain both types of material.
( *

These are referred to as veins of "mixed type*

Weak points inherent in this classification are the followings 

(l) The ter^s quartz and chalcedony are used as convenient

terms to refer to grain fixe differences, ignoring the fact that

chalcedony and Jasper are varieties of quartz. , *
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(2) Much of the material referred to as chalcedony is actually 

very fine-grained quartz with intermixed and finely divided sulfido, 

carbonate, or Iron oxide minerals. However, no term for such a mixture 

exists; most sulfldes in the outcrops are oxidized, and the outcrops 

are therefore largely jasper. The entire vein can be easily considered 

as a vein of jasper, if one keeps in mind that some of the iron oxide 

is a supergene product*

(3) Tertural evidence indicates that much of the all-lea of the 

jasper may have been deposited originally as a gel that crystallized 

first to a fibrous form and later recrystallized to nonfibroua quartz, 

yet the tern chalcedony does not accurately describe material that may 

be largely jasper in the sense used here.

(U) The classification ignores the large amount of sulfide or 

other minerals in many veins, however, these minerals can be corre 

lated, in a rough manner, with the main types of veins used here* For 

example, the quartz veins contain far greater amounts of sulfide miner - 

als than the chalcedony veins. Other lesser differences in sulfide 

mineralogy can be correlated with the two major types of veins*

(5) The form of silica in about 10 percent or less of all the

veins is neither all chalcedony (and/or jasper) nor quartz, bat are
. <  * i*

mixtures of the two types arranged in a zoned and orderly manner*i
These veins represent an intermediate variety and aro gradational into 

the end-member types*

The main advantage of the classification is that it is extreme 

ly simple and easy to use in the field* Every rein in an' out crop-'03*
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prospect, and even parts of a single vein, can be assigned directly on 

the basis of risible features* The older classifications, by contrast, 

were based on correlating reins with igneous intrusions or periods of 

tine, and these correlations can be established for only a few deposits. 

In the classification used here, there is little doubt about the age 

group, or phase of igneous intrusion to which a rein belongs. Farther- 

more the classification permits such other features as differences of 

vail rock alteration, sulfide mineralogy, and temperature of deposition, 

to be arranged in an orderly manner*



Quarts: veins

The quartz veins consist dominantly of the coarser varieties of 

quarts of the quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage* The carbonate 

minerals of the assemblage are rare in some quartz veins* The quartz 

veins also contain differing amounts of one or all of the other sulfide- 

bearing assemblages* In parts of some veins, the other assemblages are 

the dominant ones present, but entire veins of, this sort are rare, ex 

cept for small veins of quartz and tourmaline. Larger amounts of the 

quartz-tourmaline assemblage occurs only in the quartz veins, as far as 

in known. The quartz veins have poor outer ops, and they are known 

largely from mines and prospects or the dumps from these workings* The 

quartz- veins include all of the older tourmaline lodes of Knopf (1913* 

PP* U3-5U) and-some of his younger deposits near Clancy (Knopf, 1913* 

p* 5&)* Within the area, they include all of the veins of the aplite 

phase of Billingsley and Grimes (1918, pp, 30U-3l£).

Nearly *n of the metals produced in the area have come from

the^ quartz veins* Their value has been chiefly for their silver content,
, c 

but they have yielded considerable lead and some gold and copper* They

also contain considerable zinc, but the amount of zinc cannot be estimated 

from existing production data. Zinc-rich ore usually was not mined due 

to high treatment charges*



Chalcedony veins

The chalcedony veins consist almost entirely of the quartz- 

pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage. These veins are microcrystalline and 

cryptocrystalline quartz to the extent of about 95> percent or more. 

Larger quartz crystals are rare and are present only as tiny druzes 

lining small vugs. The chalcedony veins contain pyrite, carbonates, 

or iron oxides and some of them contain a little pitchblende. The 

chalcedony veins, in contrast to the quartz veins, have good outcrops 

for most of their length and in several places they .form huge wall-like 

outcrops 30 or Uo feet high.

Production from the chalcedony veins is nil. Their outcrops 

are nearly barren and as .a consequence, very little prospecting has 

been done along then* A small amount of uranium ore was produced in 

recent years from three chalcedony veins and the chalcedony end of 

one mixed vein.



Veins of nixed type

Nearly all quartz veins contain stringers of very fine-grained 

quartz or chalcedony and in fact, a complete range exists fron quartz 

veins with very little chalcedony to chalcedony veins containing a 

few crystals of coarse-grained quartz. Only those veins in which the 

lesser material occurs in more than minor amounts are considered her* 

to be veins of the mixed type. Because the veins of mixed type are 

intermediate between the quartz and chalcedony end-member types, 

they best reveal the relations of these two major types. These rela 

tions are described in the following section. They are interpreted as 

a primary zonal pattern that can be recognized on all scales ranging 

from individual veins to the entire region*



Quartz and chalcedony relations in veins of nixed type

The relations outlined above do not show that the quartz and 

chalcedony veins are of different ages, but rather they show that 

little basis exists on which to conclude the different ages for these 

two types of veins* The best place to see relations of quartz and chal 

cedony are in veins of the mixed group for in these veins both major 

types of vein material are present in large quantities. The conclu 

sions reached from observations made along many of these veins arer

1* Quartz aad most chalcedony in different segments along the 

vein are contemporaneous. During mineralization silica was deposited 

as quartz in one part of the vein and as chalcedony in other parts of 

the same vein*

2* With tine, quartz deposition ceased and chalcedony waa 'de 

posited in the quartz rich part of the vein*

3* The quartz rich part of the vein represents a core and is ' 

that part of the vein where mineralization was most intense in the 

sense that the most stable form of silica was deposited, sulfur and H* 

were most abundant* and the envelope of altered rook is widest*

The relations supporting the first two conclusions are pro- -

aented below* Those leading to the third conclusion are presented in
 

later aaction.



Arrangement of quartz and ohaloedony

In nearly all of the mixed type of veins, quartz and chalcedony 

are arranged in a constant and systematic manner regardless of the 

relative amount of the two types. The general pattern in many reins 

is a ooro of quartz surrounded by chalcedony* Simple reins consist of 

one quartz lens with ohalcedonic extensions; more complex reins may 

hare more than one quartz lens that overlap each other or are strung 

out along strike* In most places, these cores are a composite lens 

built up of quartz bands* Both individual bands and the over-all 

lens of quartz thin in both directions along strike* As the quantity 

of quartz decreases along strike toward the ends of the lens* the 

relative amount of chalcedony increases, and individual bands change 

gradually from quartz to chalcedony, while the width of the bands or 

veins may remain co:*stant. In general as the relative amount of 

quartz diminishes from the center of the core toward the ends of the 

quartz lens, the grain size of the quartz decreases and the vein changes 

gradually from a quartz type of vein to a chalcedony type of rein* In 

the core the quartz is nearly always milky and subhedral; the crystals 

are typically thoroughly intergrown into a compact mass. Toward the 

ends of the quartz lens, the crystals become so fine-grained that 

the quartz breaks with a rough hackly surface* The color changes fron 

white quartz to gray chalcedony. Many veins, either simple or com 

plex, have a sheath of ohaloedony bordering the sides of the quartz 

lens in addition to the chalcedonic extensions of the quartz lens*

"* 
'hi



In some places where the chalcedonic ends of the quartz lenses 

could be traced through good exposures, the chalcedony vas found to 

extend along the sides of the quartz lens, and to form a sheath around 

the quartz core, discontinuous or thin where the quartz lens is widest* 

The marginal chalcedony sheath is formed largely of silicified and 

otherwise altered wall rock; it is the sane as the thoroughly aili- 

cified rook of many chalcedony veins, and it grades outward into un- 

silicified wall rock* It contains relics from the wall rock as grains 

of igneous quartz, small clots of clay or sericite, and pyrite dis 

seminated through it is suggestive of the pyrite disseminated in the 

sericitic border zone of many veins* Where the chalcedony sheath is 

present, nay cross cutting stringers of chalcedony extend inward through 

the quartz core, indicating that chalcedony deposition continued after 

quartz deposition had ceased.

The relation of quartz and chalcedony are best shown by ex 

amples* For this, two reins are described- in order of increasing com 

plexity of structure* They are the Mineral Hill (2*2) rein and the 

veins at localities 170 'and 176*

The vein that outcrops on the Mineral Hill (1*2) claim (fig* j?)

"'Figure fc. Geology of t the Mineral Hill vein*

has three short quartz cores and long chalcedony ends* The core east 

of. the shaft contains the milky quartz crystals up to 3 x 7 vm. 9 and 

some of the bordering sericitic rock has been replaced by milky quartz 

veins. The milky quartz in the two quartz cores to the west is all
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fine-grained. These cores also contain a noteworthy amount of chal 

cedony and exhibit chaloedonlc ends* Both ends of the vein are com* 

posed of chalcedony and the quartz cores grade into the chalcedony 

ends of the rein*

Another vein that illustrates the relations rather well, even 

though it is of much mere complex structure, trends northeastward 

through sees* 33 and 3h, T.6N., R.hW. This vein consists of four 

mineralized segments separated along strike by stretches of altered 

rock* The two eastern segments (176) are shown in figure K. Tho

 ^Figure £. Relation of chalcedony and quartz.

easternmost of these is .entirely chalcedony* The other segment, con 

taining both quartz and chalcedony, is roughly lens shape, about 600 

feet long, and very veil exposed. The southwestern end tapers to a 

thin stringer before dying out, but the northeastern end branches into 

several main strands that die out in about 200 feet from the main 

part of the vein. The vein is a complex of nearly parallel bands of 

vein minerals and altered wall rock. The vein minerals in the outcrop 

are coarse pyrite probably of the quartz-pyrite assemblage, quartz and
r -   : . -  »-

chalcedony of the quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrlte assemblage, and late' * '->"  

barite. The former presence of other primary minerals cannot be as 

certained with certainty. The quartz is fine-grained, milky, and 

compact* '.':.-,'



The milky quartz forma two main lens-shaped groups of bands 

and a few smaller groups, most of which thin rapidly. The strong, 

parallel milky quartz bands arc separated by equally strong bands of 

either siliceous pyrite boxworks or altered wall rock. The vein as 

a whole, and the groups of quartz bands, are bordered intermittently 

along their length by either chalcedony bands or highly silicified vail 

rook that forms a discontinuous sheath of microcrystalline quartz. 

The quartz bands are cut by chalcedony stringers that merge into the 

sheath. Toward the southwest, the major quartz bands thin and pinch 

out and their position 'in the structure of the vein is occupied by 

chalcedony* The banding is unbroken; the quartz becomes very fine 

grained until it is microcrystalline; it loses its milky color and im 

perceptibly changes to the chalcedony type of vein material*. The same 

changes occur in the branching quartz strands to the northeast, and 

at their northeast ends each strand has changed from the quartz type 

of vein to the chalcedony type of vein. The most northerly strand of 

the vein is also lens-shaped and shows the change from quartz to chal 

cedony in a slightly different way. In its central part* it is about 

3 feet wide and consists of sericitized wall rock cut by many stringers 

of very fine-grained milky quartz. Both to the northeast and south- 

vest* the quartz stringers become fewer in number and die out* This 

change is accompanied by an increase in the microcrystaHine quartz in 

the wall rock within the zone of stringers* The introduction of micro- 

crystalline quartz has been so intense that it has replaced nearly 100
# -'- 

percent of the wall rock a few feet farther along strike beyond the

last visible ailky^quarts.



ALTERATION

General features

3

Nearly every vein in the area has an envelope of altered rooks 

arranged in a symmetrical pattern on each side of it* The altered en* 

velope consists of several bands, eaoh of which is defined by a single 

mineral produced during alteration. The pattern is much like that 

described by Sales and Meyer (19U8) for the veins at Butte. This con 

sists essentially of a band of sericitic rock adjacent to the vein 

and bands of argillie rock further away. The major difference from the 

altered rocks at Butte is that in the mineralized area the iron-bearing 

minerals of the rock have passed through a more complex series of steps* 

The iron-bearing minerals also are arranged in bands which occupy much 

the same space as the argillic and sericitic bands. The successive 

bands of iron-bearing minerals from the vein outward consist of pyrite, 

iron-bearing carbonate, and iron oxides.

The different bands of altered rock are not considered to be 

the result of several stages of alteration, but rather to be the result 

of one or more reactions between interstitial pore fluids and minerals 

of the quartz raonzonite. In general, the alumina and silica of the 

igneous rock minerals remain together and tend, through one or more 

Intermediate steps, to become an end product consisting of serlclte 

and quarts* The iron, calcium, and magnesium of the Igneous rook 

follows a similar path of several steps and tends toward a final product
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in the form of pyrite or anker it e. The different courses followed by 

the two main groups of chemical constituents are shown on figure IS* 

Tho different altered bands can be seen anywhere in the area by cross 

ing an altered zone in a direction normal to the strike*

The products of alteration are not the same around *>*n of the 

veins, but the differences are completely gradational and can be re 

lated to the type of rein associated with the altered rocka. In 

general, as reins tend to change along strike from quartz reins to 

chalcedony Teina, the innermost altered bands become thinner and pinch 

out against the vein, so that further along strike the vein is adjacent 

to successively 'outer bands of altered rock. If this trend has gone 

far enough, the rein near its ends is bordered by nearly fresh rook. 

Stated differently, if the rein extends far enough along strike, it 

passes into unaltered rock*

In this section of the report, the different mineralogical 

bands of altered rock are described along with their structural control 

and some of the chemical changes that have accompanied alteration.



Purpose of additional work and method of study

In 195>3 and 195>U, Sam Rosenblum, U. S. Geological Survey 

geologist, made a preliminary study of altered rock samples from. 

several veins. He concluded (Beeraft, Pinckney, and Rosenblum, 

1963, p. U2) that the alteration pattern around quartz veins 

was much like that at Butte (Sales and Meyer, 19U8) and consists 

mainly of sericite near the vein, clay minerals beyond the sericite 

band and an outer fringe of chlorite. However, he found that at ' 

least one chalcedony vein lacked the inner or sericite band near 

the vein. When the gradual change from the quartz type of vein to 

the chalcedony type was found, it was thought that an accompanying 

change in the altered rocks may also occur. The work was greatly 

hampered by lack of complete exposures across most altered zones 

so that many details are not well known. The major features, 

though, seem apparent.

The field work consisted-of noting, mapping, and sampling the 

altered rock along the strike and across the strike of many veins to 

the extent permitted by underground and surface exposures. Surface 

exposures of altered rock are very poor; the workings of the accessible 

mines are not extensive, and the crosscuts that are accessible, rarely 

extend from the vein to unaltered rock. A pattern of altered rocks has 

been'pieced together by observing major features £n outcrops, studying



them in more detail underground and in the laboratory, and by correlat 

ing the alteration pattern with the vein type. The altered rocks
  

around hundreds of veins were observed and noted in an much detail as

possible. Dozens of veins were followed for their entire length and all 

changes in their alteration pattern that were discernible in outcrops 

were noted. Many of these were mapped in detail on the surface and   

wherever possible they were mapped and sampled in much greater detail 

underground. Samples were taken underground at irregular intervals 

from the edge of 32 veins to the least altered rock exposed. The field 

work was carried out to what was thought to be the point of. diminish 

ing returns.

The laboratory work has confirmed all zone boundaries that were 

recognized in the field* Over 300 thin sections of altered rocks were 

examined and suites of altered rocks from Ik veins were analyzed by 

X-ray methods. The minerals of the altered rocks were identified by 

standard polished section, thin section, and X-ray techniques. The 

clay minerals were identified by the basal spacing of untreated and 

ethylene glycol-treated specimens on glass slides. Other minerals 

were identified largely from thin sections only as to their group, but 

detailed optical measurements were not made, and most, species within 

the groups (or solid solution series) have not been identified* The 

iron oxide minerals are often soft, earthy aggregates than can be 

polished only with great difficulty; consequently they were identified 

only as iron ores except in * few specimens. Similarly, no attempt
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was made to identify specific titanium ood.de minerals that form masses 

of leucoxene. Carbonate minerals were identified as iron-bearing or 

non-iron-bearing only. Most specimens probably are ankerite or dolo 

mite*



Structural control of alteration

The model of alteration developed in this paper requires that 

altered mineralogical bands be symmetrical on eaoh side, of the feeding 

fissure* The fissure is. t her of ore, considered to be tho most important 

single control of alteration* Bilateral symmetry was seen in the field 

along thousands of simple fissures* In contrast to this* the altered 

rocks along many veins are asymmetrical. They may be very vide on one 

side of the vein and narrow on the other, and altered areas of thin 

sort have been described in the literature as being pervasive in 

nature and not related to the veins within them.' These wide zones of 

altered rock have resulted from the merging of altered bands formed 

along a series of closely spaced fissures. It must be emphasized that 

all asymmetry of alteration is geometrical only, and not mineralogical.,

The manner in which structure has controlled alteration is 

best seen by examples. Figure $ shows a simple joint system.at the end 

of the vein in the Bunker Hill (Hi) mine along which alteration is

Figure 5. Geology, of the Bunker Hill mine. Lower Adit.

closely controlled by joints. The symmetry of alteration is both 

geometrical and mineralogical. Where the rock is sheared between . 

mineralized joints (fig. $B) the hanging wall IB weakly cracked and

alteration extends a little further out into the hanging wall than 
«. " ~ 

into the footwall.
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An example of more extensive breaking and alteration along one 

side of the vein is shown in figure 6, in which alteration extends

-^Figure 6. Extent of alteration, W. Wilson vein«

about 6f> feet into the hanging wall and only about 10 feet into the 

footwall. Many examples of geometric assymetry of alteration have 

been seen and they all are related to extensive fissuring on one side 

of the vein, usually on the hanging wall side* ' ,
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Method of presentation

The altered rocks described herein are discussed in.'terras or 

the products of alteration arranged in bands beside the vein* Each 

band is named for the mineral that was produced at its outer edge. 

The bands are shovn schematically in figure 7   "

 'Figure 7* Minerals in bands of altered rock.

The width of the band shows the interval of rock in which a 

particular product is found. For example, the kaolinite band refers 

to only one mineral produced by alteration* This band contains minerals 

from the igneous rocks, such as, potassium feldspar, quartz and often 

biotite. It may also contain other alteration minerals, such as, leuco- 

xcne, chlorite, carbonate, iron oxides, or varieties of quartz, but the 

edges of the bands of these minerals are not coincident with the edges 

of the kaolinite band*

The term band is used in this sense in place of the more com 

mon usage of the word zone only to avoid confusion with structural
-   * * »*

zones and area! mineral zones   . < . '." .
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Alteration of feldspar

During alteration, both plagioclase and potassium feldspar 

were eventually converted to aericite; but they followed different steps 

to arrive at this end product« Plagioclase was first altered to mont- 

morillonite which in turn was converted to kaolinite, and this sub 

sequently was converted to sericite* Potassium feldspar was converted 

directly to sericite, and the excess silica was precipitated as quartz.



Montmorillonite and kaolinite bands 

The three alteration products of plagioclase are arranged in
<iaf*<

three distinct bands. The othe? band consists of montmorillonite, the 

next inner band consists of kaolinite; and the band closest to the vein 

consists of sericite. Each band is the product of the alteration of 

the next outer zone* At any point the successive mineralogies! steps 

in alteration are identical to that which can now be seen in crosscuts 

extending' veinward from unaltered rock*

The montmorillonite band is the farthest from the vein of the
  

plagioclase altered zones. Its outer edge, representing the beginning

of plagioclase alteration, is usually gradational through a distance of 

a few feet. The extreme outer edge of the montmorillonite zone is 

distinguished in mine workings by a sprinkling of plagioclase grains 

that swell and protrude from the walla. At this place, montmorillonite

was produced mainly as patches in the calcic cores of only a few of
.  

the plagioclase grains. Further alteration nearer the vein, has con

verted first *IT of the more clacic cores and zones of **n plagioclase

grains to montmorillonite (fig. 8)> and finally even the more sodic zones are

Figure 8. Montmorillonite selectively replacing a plagioolase 

crystal along a composition zone and along fractures. 1001.
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Figure 8. Selective alteration of plagioclase  Montnorillonite
* ^" "- * -: '; -1 » \

setlectivelyVeplaoing a plagioclase crystal along fractures
» 

v. and along a coraposition zone* 100X.



altered. Albitic rims are the last part of the crystals to alter, but
\s

finally the former plagioclase crystals are completely converted to an 

aggregate of montmorillonite crystals. These aggregates retain the form 

of the original plagioclase prains and, in many places, even the 

cleavage and twinning are preserved in the pseudomorphs. The band o£ 

pure montmorillonite is often several feet wide, and nearly everywhere 

it is the widest of all of the altered bands. Toward the inner edge 

of the montmorillonite band the plagioclase pseudomorphs contain an 

increasing amount of kaolinite mixed with montmorillonite. Toward the 

vein the-montmorillonite band grades into the kaolinite band by a 

continued increase in the amount of kaolinite and a corresponding 

decrease in the amount of montmorillonite. The width of the gradation 

is usually two feet or less, and on the veinward side «n montmoril 

lonite has been converted to kaolinite* The kaolinite band is commonly 

less than one-third the width of the montmorillonite band* In the 

kaolinite band, the shape and a little of the cleavage of the original 

plagioclase is preserved; but all visible sign of former plagioclase

  composition zones or twinning has been destroyed.
i

The montmorillonite and kaolinite bands can easily be distin 

guished in the field on the basis of color. The montmorillonite is
Y \ : -   _.-.-

dark greenish gray, and imparts this color to the rock. The kaolinite 

is white, and in contrast to the montmorillonite band, the kaolinite 

band appears almost white. It may have a pinkish cast due to the 

presence of potassium'feldspar.

Throughout the argillic bands of plagioclase alteration, the 

potassium feldspar appears to have been much more stable.than the
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plagioclase. The major change Is a tendency to become clouded as the 

vein is approached, and to be most clouded in the kaolin it e zone. How 

ever, in many suitea of altered rock, no direct correlation could be 

made between degree of cloudiness and distance from the vein. The 

cloudiness is apparently due to incipient scattered alteration of 

potassium feldspar to kaolinite as indicated by X-ray analyses*



Sericite band

The inner edge of the kaolinite band is marked by a sharp 

change from kaolinite to sericite within 1 or 2 inches, and from

term sericite is used here to designate a fine-grained 

white mica with a basal spacing of about 10 A.

this point to the vein, all of the feldspar is represented by serioite* 

The sericite-kaolinite boundary, nearly everywhere, is In sharp con 

trast to the gradational boundaries between kaolinite and montmoril- 

lonite and between montmorillonite and unaltered plagioolase.

The outercadge, or front, of the sericite band is a narrow 

zone in which a'n of the clays, chlorite, any biotite, and the potas 

sium, feldspar were converted to sericite. Toward the outer side of 

this narrow zone, kaolinite was completely converted to sericite, but

potassium feldspar was not* At the inner side, all of the potassium
f ,    
feldspar was altered to sericite, and the excess silica was deposited

as quartz. At the serioite front the serioite is very fine-grained
f * '   '    

where it was produced in the kaoltnitic pseudombrphs of glagioolase.

For a short distance toward the vein, the serioite becomes increasingly 

coarser-grained, and large shreds and plates extend across old feld 

spar grain boundaries so that the original granitic rock texture was 

completely destroyed* With the first noticeable Increase in grain

66
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of the sericite crystals, irregular fingerlike masses of coarser- 

grained sericite project into or through plagioclase psoudomorpha of 

fine-grained sericite, or the coarser-grained sericite surrounds what 

appear to be relic areas of fine-grained sericite* These relations 

suggest that the coarser-grained sericite resulted from recrystalliza- 

tion of the ilne-grained sericite, and that it encroached on the 

finer-grained sericite* Similarly then, the serioite front must hare 

encroached on the kaolinita band.

The sericite band can usually be identified easily in the 

field* In many places the flakes of sericite are coarse enough to 

be seen vith a hand lense. Where the grain size ±3 too snail for 

this, serioite can be identified by its pearly luster, which dis 

tinguishes it from kaolinite, which has a dull luster* In addition, 

rock from the serioite band contains no potash feldspar*



Alteration of iron-bearing minerals

Biotite is the chief iron-bearing mineral of the quartz monzo- 

nite. During alteration of biotite the iron and titanium are separated 

from the alumina, and silica, and they follow independent paths*' The 

iron went through three successivo steps, being contained first in iron 

oxides, then in Iron-bearing carbonate, and finally it ended up in 

pyrite, Titania, released from the biotite along with the iron, 

usually persists as leuooxene throughout much of the altered envelope, 

and eventually ends up as rutile* The alumina and silica of the 

biotite were'jconverted to chlorite and finally to sericite*

Some hornblende and a small amount of augite are also present 

in much of the quartz monzonite* These minerals started to alter 

sooner than biotite, but they appear to have altered in the same manner 

as biotite* After alteration to chlorite, they lose their original 

identity, and for this reason they were not studied in detail* However, 

all sites of mafic minerals contain the same alteration products when- 

over alteration has proceeded beyond the initial stages* For this 

reason the alteration of hornblende and augite is believed to be almost 

identical ta that of biotite* -. .

The alteration of biotite took place throughout a wide band* 

At the outer.limit of this band, biotite first started to alter either 

to ohlorite or to change in composition or both*   At tho inner limit of

the band, biotite and chlorite were converted to sericita at the
r -* ' 

serioita front* T>e freshest biotite from underground exposures

63
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frequently has been slightly altered to bright green chlorite around 

its edges or along cleavages* This chlorite is thought to have re- 

suited from dauteric alteration rather than hydrothermal alteration 

because it does not increase in the direction of the vein* Increased 

alteration of biotite converts it from an iron-rich variety to a 

magnesium-rich variety. Unaltered biotite or biotite associated with 

bright green chlorite is deep reddish-brown in color, and probably 

is rich in iron; but as the vein is approached, the first sign of 

hydrothernal alteration of biotite is a change of color. In thin 

sections, the color gradually becomes lighter shades of brown or 

groen, then yellow, and finally almost colorless*

In the interval through which biotite changes color and prob 

ably composition* it becomes partly or wholly converted to chlorite* 

The chlorite is a fine-grained colorless aggregate of subparallel 

plates that grew along the biotite cleavages or along tho edges of 

biotite grains (see fig, 9 ). The green chlorite was converted to

-/Figure 9. First alteration of biotite; chlorite and car 

bonate around tho edge of biotite grain* 1001*

colorless chlorite* In tho direction toward tho vein, tho chlorite 

masses increase in size, at tho expense of tho biotite (see fig* 10),-^
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figure 9. 'Firat alteration of biotitet chlorite and carbonate 

around the edge of blotite grain. 1001. _'.; '':,,-. ...
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J Figure 10. More advanced stage of alteration of biotite. 

The biotite is bleached and largely replaced by chlorlte and carbonate. 

Note the start of the alteration of plagioclase.

until, along most veins, the biotite has been completely chloritized 

before the serioite front is reached. In a few places, a little of the 

biotite remains unchloritlzed up to the sericite front where it appears 

to have been converted directly to sericite.

At the site of the first change In color of the biotite, or a 

little outward from this point, some iron and titania were deposited 

in jind around the biotite grains, and appear to have been released 

from the biotite. In the direction toward the vein, more and more iron 

and titania were released as the biotite continually changed composition 

as nore of it was converted to chlorite. The titania la in the form of 

leucoocene and this product does not appear to have changed except at or 

near the serioite front where it was converted to rut lie. The iron, 

however, tool£ on at least three different forms. Where first released 

from the biotite, it usually occurs as tiny grains of magnetite, or

occasionally hematite, inter grown with biotite. Closer to the vein, a
\ -   * - "-.- - -.   

point is reached at which all of the iron oxides were converted to an
/

iron bearing carbonate, and farther inward from this, the carbonate was
  *

converted to pyrite. This sequence of iron-bearing minerals is arranged
c -^

in bands parallel to the'vein in the same manner as the clay minerals* "^

and serioite.^rlron»bearing carbonate always occupies the space between
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Figure 10.. More advanced stage of alteration of biotite. The biotite is
\ - - -_- -
bleached and largely replaced by Chlorite and carbonate* Note the

... . ' ' ' "  
start of the alteration of plagioclase* .UOQx. ___ ' .
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iron oxides and pyrite. In some places the outer iron oxide band, is 

absent, and iron carbonate extends outward to the site of the first 

alteration of biotite. In other places the inner pyrite band, is ab 

sent, and carbonate extends from the iron oxide band to the vein,
t

The exact nature of the two boundaries between the iron bearing 

mineral bands is not well known because the minerals are difficult to 

see in mine workings.   Pyrite crystals near the Tain occur as small 

euhedral crystals and are easily seen, but further from the vein the 

crystals are anhedral and very tiny; they are scattered In small groups - 

in. the biotite and chlorite and are almost ijnpossUble to see underground* 

The unweathered carbonate minerals are pink and could be distinguished 

from potassium feldspar only with difficulty or by using acid. In a 

similar manner, the exact position of the iron oxide carbonate boundary 

appears obscure because the magnetite is difficult to distinguish from .. 

the black biotite. Examination of thin sections Indicates that in most 

places the boundaries are narrow and in some places a coraplet change 

from one mineral to another was noted in sections spaced only a few 

inches apart* In outcrops the boundaries can usually be located within 

1 or* 2 feet, if weathering has not converted the minerals to hydrous 

iron oxides* Even so, some indication of the primary mineralogy of the 

iron bands "can be obtained/' fyrite usually weathers to a brown iron 

oxide, whereas the color of the iron oxide produced from weathered car 

bonate is often orange-brown* Weathering of the Iron oxides produces * 

red hematite stain in the rook, but this cannot always be considered. . 

indicative of the iron oxide band because the weathering of* pyrite"~ 9

sometimes produces a similar stain.



Silicic band

All of the quartz veins are bordered by silicic bands in which 

the rock has been enriched in quartz, although along some of the quartz 

veins this can be seen only in thin sections. The enrichment of quartz 

has taken place by two methods. Wherever potassium feldspar was altered 

to sericite, silica was released and this silica was precipitated as 

quartz. The new quartz occurs mostly as overgrowths on grains of igneous 

quartz but also as small grains in the sites of the potassium feldspar 

grains* The overgrowths have replaced potassium feldspar and sericite 

and seem to have had a strong preference to replace biotite or either.

the chlorite or sericite that occupied the biotite sites, frequently,
\s

the first noticeable addition of quartz is at the biotite sites.

In addition to the quartz derived from the potassium feldspar, 

much quartz; has been introduced into the rock; the quantity of this 

introduced quartz ranges from nil to a large, but undetermined, amount. 

The rock adjoining nearly every quartz vein, regardless of size, con 

tains an abnormal amount of quartz and in many places the silioification

is so intense that, only scattered shreds of sericite remain of the\ - ?. * -.. -

original wall rock* Almost all of the rest of the rock is quartz. The 

result is that wall rock has been converted into a quartz vein. Where 

silicification is most intense, near the quartz .veins, many of the
*  

quartz crystals are elongate parallel" to the C axLsj they frequently
~~ - » 

possess some prism faces, and contain only a few inclusions of serioite.



Farther from the vein, they contain numerous inclusions of sericite, have
v

very few crystal faces, and are either roughly equal In their dimensions, 

or conform largely to the space between the serioite pseudomorphs. It 

seems that silicification advanced through the wall rock, and as it did 

so, the earlier formed quartz crystals grew at the expense of the seri 

cite.

Several steps in the process of silicification that has con 

verted wall rock to vein can be seen In a series of thin sections taken 

at Intervals from the sericite front to the vein. In the first step, 

silica released from potassium feldspar is precipitated as overgrowths 

on igneous quartz grains and as small grains in the feldspar. An 

overgrowth on a quartz vein is shown in figure 12. A little nearer the 

vein many of these small grains are no longer visible as discrete 

grains; they seem to have merged with other grains to form larger ir 

regular masses of quartz* All parts of these masses have nearly the 

same optical orientation. In the third step, the masses of quartz 

merge with neighboring masses through the addition of overgrowths. 

The overgrowths replace sericite and join with other overgrowths that 

formed around Igneous quartz grains. In many of these, the entire mass 

of quartz has tal^en on the same optic orientation even though it may 

include 2 or 3 grains of^igneous quartz that must have had diverse 

orientation. Often, however, such crystallographic Joining together 

of igneous quartz^ crystals and their overgrowths has not happened, but

rather each cluster of .small crystals and each grain of igneous quartz  
"-:«-. -*-. _   - 

maintains its crystallographic orientation* Overgrowths merge and
*

gradually replace nearly all of the sericite, so that the former wall
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rock becomes part of a replacement vein. The texture is a mosaic 

pattern of roughly equidimentional grains, whose edges are quite irregu 

lar in detail and usually interlocking. In many specimens, some crystal 

faces have been developed against sericite, and the vein superficially 

appears to have been deposited in an open space. These steps in silici 

fication are illustrated in?figures 11, 12, and 13.

J Figure 11. Early stage of silicification.

Figure 12* Advanced stage of silicification, quartz overgrowth.

J Figure l£, .'Advanced stage of silicification, mosaic pattern*

Throughout the mineralized area, quartz of the quartz-pyrite- 

chalcopyrite assemblage has invaded and silicified the sulfide minerals 

of the earlier assemblages. This has occurred on a large scale. Partly 

it occurred by filling of open fractures, but, while this is very common, 

it accounts for oriLy a small part of later quartz in these earlier as 

semblages^ A large part of the sulfide minerals have been replaced by 

quartz. The process seems to have been-a type of silicification, much 

like the replacement of the sericitic wall rock by quartz, i.e.,; quartz 

crystals grew into the sulfide minerals. Figure U{ shows an initial
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Figure 11, Early stage" of silicificstioni^ overgrowth on grain'of 

igneous quartz. Note the'Included]flakes of sericite in the
*

overgrowth. 32x.   . ~. '
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Figure 12, Advanced stage of silicificationi quartz overgrowth has
^ ""^ ~"
replaced a large area of sericite. The overgrowth and igneous
  i

quartz grain have the same optical orientation* lOOx.
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Figure 13. Advanced stage of silcification: mosaic pattern of inter-
 ^ - '
» ^*v~ * 

locking quartz grains replacing sericite* Kote that some grains 

are elongate. Identification of igneous quartz grains is nearly 

impossible. lOOx. .
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stage of this process.-/

-/Figure lU. Quartz crystal of the quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrita 

assemblage growing into and replacing galena.

Silicification in the chalcedony veins is a little different 

than that Just described for the quartz veins. In these veins, igneous 

quartz grains appear to have had little influence as centers for the 

precipitation of silica, and they exhibit only narrow borders of chal 

cedony. Instead, chalcedony and microcrystalline quartz were preci 

pitated at many sites, and as Silicification proceeded the number-;6f 

sites of precipitation increased. The end product of this process is 

a rook consisting almost entirely of ndcrocrystalline quartz grains, 

and in which the aluminum silicate minerals were almost completely re 

placed. Grains of Igneous quartz, pyrite, carbonates, iron oxides, and 

tiny shreds of clays or sericite indicate that such a rock was part of 

the wall rock before intense silifioation occurrdd(see fig. 15)  -/

-/Figure l5» Silicification in a chalcedony, vein*
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-Figure, lii. Quartz crystal replacing galena. Quartz crystal of the
\ -" "- <.   «

.- * *

quartzrpyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage growing into and replacing 

galena. The quartz along the galena cleavage is in optical 

orientation with the large quartz crystal which contains a large 

inclusion of galena in its center and many-^iny inclusions of
r- ~~ T   *

' "_ galena around its border. lOOx.
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Figure !£  Silicification in a chalcedony vein-. Note the micro-
\ .   S t ; ,

crystalline rquartz of two grain sizes, the shreds of relic
"  > *

sericite and the overgrowth of microcrystalline quartz on the
j : ' '

large grain of igneous quartz* 20Qx»  



Changes in alteration along strike

In most places the bands of altered rock appear to be parallel 

to the veins, except for minor irregularities* However, along strike 

the inner bands become thinner and finally pinch out against the side 

of the veins. In effect, the boundaries between altered bands con* 

verge with the veins. The silicified band is the only known exception*

In addition, the bands belonging to the two main groups of 

alteration minerals (the aluminum silicates and the iron-bearing 

minerals) converge with the vein at different rates, that is, the 

bands of iron-bearing minerals converge more rapidly than the bands 

of aluminum silicate minerals, and they cross through the aluminum 

silicate bands. Consequently, the mineral assemblages of an altered 

envelope change along the veins* A simple alteration pattern that 

shows a succession of bands extending outward from the vein cannot 

be applied to either all veins or to all parts of one vein in the 

area. Instead, a pattern that shows both the succession of bands and 

the manner in which they converge is required. Such a pattern of 

alteration effects is shown schematically in figure 16.-^

-/Figure 16. Relation of veins and alteration.

The position of boundaries, determined either by napping or.
-. - , " MS- 

from crossections of altered rook, have been linked together along the

63



horizontal axis by using the grain size of the quartz as a guide in 

constructing the composite diagram* The horizontal and vertical axes 

of the diagram are necessarily of different scales In order to have 

space to show the more important features* The horizontal dimension of 

the diagram represents from a few hundreds of feet to several thou 

sands of feet, and the vertical dimension represents a few tens of feet 

to a few hundreds of feet.

A series of bar scales along the top and one side of the dia 

gram in figure 16, shows the main minerals within the altered bands* 

the varieties of quarts (from coarse-grain to fine-grain)* and the 

typo of veins and altered rocks typical of each zone in the zonal 

pattern* Going from left to right in the diagram* shows the sequence 

of aluminum silicate alteration products (sericite* kaolinite* mont- 

morillonito) in the wall, rock adjacent to the veins* A similar 

sequence of pyrite* carbonate, and iron oxide is also apparent* Parts 

of these sequences can be seen along many veins in going from their 

cores to their ends* In addition, within the veins a change from py 

rite to carbonate occurs along strike, and at this point the wall 

rock changes from pyritio to carbonate, from a study of thin sec 

tions, a similar change from carbonate to iron oxide is thought to
*-.' -    %

occur, but this is obscured by weathering products so was not mapped* 
* -   c " -

The positions at which the bands of sericite* kaolinite* py 

rite* and carbonate pinch out against the vein are not rigidly fixed

points as might be assumed from the diagram* The sericite pinchout'- - ~   ""^

ranges from the location of the last fine-grained alllqr quartz to well./ t
i

out in the chalcedony segment of the veins, and all milky quartz lias
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within a eric it ic wall rock* The pyrite pinchout lies within sericitio 

rocks and has a considerable range along the diagram relative to the 

varieties of the quartz. The carbonate pinchout has been found in 

veins ranging in type from moderately coarse-grained quarts to chalce 

dony.



Gnomical analyses of altered rocks

Suites of altered rocks from three veins hare been analysed

Jchemically, and the results of the analyses are presented in Table I*

Table !  Chemical analyses of altered rooks

The suites were a elected to represent veins characteristic of different 

places along the x-axis of the alteration diagram (fig* 16). Analyses 

from a non-sericitic chalcedony vein: are not included in table X 

because these have recently been published by Hosenblum (Becraft, 

Pinckney, and Rosenblum, 1963, Table 12). The Boulder vein (116) is 

a fine-grained quartz vein with a little chalcedony enclosed in an 

altered envelope about 12 feet wide at the place sampled. The Cres 

cent vein (27) is a moderately fine-grained quartz vein (no chalcedony) 

enclosed in an altered envelope that is less than one foot thick in 

many places. The Crystal vein (100) consists of coarse-grained quartz 

and abundant sulfldes enclosed in a wide altered envelope. This vein 

is representative of the left side of the alteration diagram (fig. 16)  

Some of the analyses have been recalculated. Rocks that were 

cut with a diamond saw cooled by oil, were found to contain from one 

to five percent organic material, even though they had been soaked in

solvents for several days to remove the oil and then dried in an oven  "»--_.

- ~ at 35°C. for two weeks* Analyses of these rocks were recalculated so
f-  

that the inorganic constituents total 100 percent* .
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Each analysed specimen was selected to represent a band of 

altered rock shown on figure 16. The major minerals are shown in 

table I, and the percentage variation of major chemical constituents

is shown in figure 17. The gains and losses closely reflect the
c?

"'Figure 17. Variation of the constituents in altered rocks 

expressed in percent*

mineralogy of the altered bands. Constituents lost from-tho altered 

rock are soda, magnesia, and lime. Added constituents are water, 

carbon dioxide, and sulfur, in addition to iron in the pyritic band 

and silica in the silicic band. Those constituents for which a stable 

mineral phase occurs, are retained to a large degree, whereas those 

constituents for which no stable phase occurs were almost entirely 

leached from the rock*

Soda is the most mobile of all the constituents* Most of 

the sodium released from plagioclase apparently remains in the mont- 

morillonite, but in the alteration of montmorillonite to kaolinite, 

nearly all of the soda is removed from the rook. The Crystal (100) 

and Crescent (27) reins have well defined kaolinite fronts, and this 

is reflected in the marked change in the content of soda across the 

kaolinite fronts. The Boulder vein (116) on the other hand, has a 

broadly gradational kaolinite front in which soda was not so completely 

removed at the place sampled.

The variation of magnesia is complicated by the number of
* 

minerals that can contain it (biotite, chlorite, montmorillonite, and

carbonate), and the faot^ that each may be generated or destroyed at  >



different places in the altered envelope. In the suites from the

Crystal (100) and Crescent (27 / veins, half of the magnesia was lost,
v

although in the Crystal suite a gain in magnesia occurs at the seri- 

cite and pyrite fronts* This gain in magnesia coincides with a* two 

to four inch vide band rich in carbonate that lies a few inches out* 

side of the fronts of pyrite and sericite. A similar situation 

apparently exists at the Boulder mine (116) where the content of 

magnesia drops slightly frcn the chlorite to the argillic-iron oxide 

bands > but then increases sharply in the carbonate band at the pyrite 

front. The pyrite-deficient altered rocks at the Crescent nine (27) 

do not show a local enrichment of magnesia*

All of the suites of altered rocks show an increase of potash 

at the kaolinite front or in the kaolinite zone* The source of this 

potash, is not known* However, veinward to this point in many of the 

altered envelopes* biotite was progressively destroyed and may have 

been liberating potash* A mineral in which this potash must have 

lodged has not been identified* Total iron shows a sijnilar increase 

in. amount, but this can be accounted for by the precipitation of iron 

as pyrite at the pyrite front* An increase in iron was not found at 

the Crescent nine (27) where the sericitic band is non-pyritio.



Tine of alteration

The time during which the alteration pattern was produced 

ranges from the deposition of the pyrite-quartz assemblage to nearly 

the close of alteration. Every vein, regardless of size, that contains 

the*/ pyrite-quartz or a later assemblage* is associated with the same 

pattern of altered rocks arranged in mineralogical symmetry along the 

vein.

Many of the larger veins containing either quartz and tourma 

line or quartz and molybdenite are also associated with this pattern 

of alteration. However, many small veins either have no altered rooks 

along them, or the pattern of alteration indicates the alteration is 

not related to the veins. Two oxaiaples illustrate the age'relations.

In the Polar is adits (79 and 80), veins containing the quartz- 

molybdenite assemblage also contain either the pyrite-quartz assem 

blage or the galena-sphalerite assemblage and are enveloped in altered 

rocks typical of the intermediate type of veins. At the end of a 

crosscut in the northern adit (79), several small veins of quartz and . 

molybdenite branch -from a larger vein containing sphalerite, galena,
J i - -- ....

molybdenite, and quartz, and extend through the vide argillic bands of 

the larger vein. The argil lie bands contain unaltered residual 

boulders of quartz monzonite as well as thin bands of serioite along 

some of the molybdenite veins. The residual boulder shown In



figure IS | is cut by a flat lying vein of quarts and molybdenite, but

Figure U8« Relation of quartz-molybdenite veins to altered

rocks*

it has not been altered by solutions that deposited the vein, and plagio* 

olase crystals cut by this vein are fresh. Therefore, the solution 

that deposited the quartz-molybdenite vein, did not produce the argil- 

lie alteration* The sericitic bands are also younger than the quartz* 

molybdenite mineralization* The steeply dipping veins branch from the 

larger vein, and are enclosed in sericite, but the flat lying vein is 

not* Therefore, the alteration is thought to have been superimposed 

on the quartz-molybdenite veins, probably by the solutions that de 

posited the later mineral assemblages*

The relative age of the alteration and a quartz.tourmaline 

vein is illustrated in .figure 19, which shows a small tourmaline

"'Figure 19* Relation of tourmaline vein to altered rock*

vein in a crosscut at the Lone Eagle mine (U9)   The quartz monzonite

along one side of the vein is altered, but that on the opposite 'aide .
i

of the vein is unaltered, even though it is sheared and broken in 

places* If the solutions that deposited the vein also altered the 

rock, .they would surely have produced alteration effects on both sides 

of the vein* Such asymmetric distribution of the altered rock strongly 

suggests that- the altering solutions were restricted to one side of the
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vein.and therefore, the alteration is younger than the rein*

Similar age differences between altered rocks and veins con* 

taining the earliest rein mineral assemblages have been seen in 

several places. They indicate that these veins are earlier than the 

altered rocks, and that the larger veins were re-opened during later 

stages of mineralization.

Near the close of mineralization, alteration apparently ceased 

along some chalcedony veins. This is indicated by late stringers 

that branch from the veins and pass through the altered envelope into 

fresh quarts monzonite* This is well illustrated by a stringer in 

the Mineral Hill mine (1*2) (figures 3B and 20).

Figure 20* Late stringer of carbonate and chalcedony
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Figure 20* Late stringer of carbonate and chalcedony. The small vein 

of carbonate (fine-grained mosaic pattern) and chalcedony is 

in contact with -biotite (black) and plagioclase. Hie rock con 

tains no clay, sericite, or chlorite. The biotite is unaltered 

evon though it is cut by carbonate * Carbonate part of stringer 

is U mm. vide* -...- - ...  



ZONINQ

The veins in the mineralized area are strongly zoned, and the 

over-all pattern of the zoning is much like that in the vein at 

locality 1?6, or the vein at the Mineral Hill (U2)mine (fig. 3). In 

fact, veins of this sort, that change along strike from quartz to 

chalcedony and £rom sulfides to rhombic carbonates, were used as a

guide in working out the zonal pattern. The relationship of these
i

gradually changing mineralogic features, and other allied ones, were 

then seen to form area! and regional patterns*

Zoning vas not noted by previous workers, probably for sever*- 

al reasons* In most places, the changes in mineralogy are gradual 

over distances ranging up to a few miles. The zonal pattern is 

mineralogically simple, but in contrast, it is areally complex* The 

areal complexity has resulted from zonal patterns having been developed 

around several centers, and the zones related to different centers 

often overlap in many places to form an over-all complex pattern* In 

addition, the zoning pattern is closely related to tine and stages of 

mineralization* The zonal patterns, therefore, could not have been  

ascertained until the details of the 4epositional sequence had been .
' _ *. 

established*  

The zonal patterns shown on figure 2A are those developed '. 

during deposition of the quartz-pyrite assemblage* Since this assem 

blage and its associated altered rocks is the youngest and most 

widespread in the area, it is the most useful to show zonal patterns*
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f
Zoning is shown on fig-,xe 2A on the basis of 1) tha varieties

of quartz, 2) the extent of sericitic ̂ alteration along tha veins, and 

3) the distribution of pyrite and carbonate* . ' .  



Quartz zoning

On the basis of the varieties of quartz, the reins are assigned 

to three major types: a central type, an intermediate type, and a 

peripheral type. This zonal classification is parallel to the descrip 

tive classification (quartz reins, mixed reins, and chalcedony reins), 

except that' finer-grained, and usually smaller, quartz reins are 

grouped together as the intermediate type* The main features of the 

zonal classification are shown in Table 11^ and the areas where each

 "'Table II* Characteristics of zonal type*

type is predominate are shown on figure 2A*

The main centers of mineralization are at or near the following 

mines i

Central typet Alta (76), Gregory (5l), Comet (131), Crystal (100).

Intermediate type? Lee Moiintain (5), Eureka (13), Crescent (27),

;n*v.Peerless <26)j Prohner (22)^ lirerpool (35), Baltimore (16U), 

, _ Jib (121), and Minneapolis (125).

All of the centers when compared to each other, can be seen to 

progressively change outwardly toward the edges of the mineralized area* 

As a rule each succeeding center outward from a central area of mineral 

ization tends to be lower in the zonal pattern than the next inner

center. In comparing reins in order to place them ,in their zonal
/ 

position, the cores of reins were usually used* In this way only the
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parts or tha veins that are roughly equivalent are compared to each 

other. / . .

The distribution of tha veins around the centers forma a 

complex pattern; the Influence of one center merges with that of 

other centers in many places* fron a center outward the veins be 

come successively more like the types shown to the left on the diagram

of veins and altered rocks (fig* 16) i and at some point or line be-
t

tween centers a reversal of types occurs where the influence of anoth 

er center is met* Each center and the veins related to it is briefly 

described in the appendix*



Zoning of pyrite and carbonate

The relatiosa of pyrite to carbonate in the reins is spatially 

the same as that of quartz to chalcedony. Pyrite occupies a central 

position, either in the vein or- areally, and carbonates occur around 

the pyrite. A pyriie-carbonate boundary is not shown for the main 

mineralized area on figure 2A because of the difficulties of distin 

guishing the oxidation products of pyrite from those of carbonate in 

many of the weathered outcrops. Zoning of these minerals was established 

and is shown areall/ in the Man pin Creek district on figure 2A. The 

zoning of pyrite and carbonate on the scale of a mixed rein is easily 

seen at the Mineral Hill (1|2) mine (fig. 3) . .

In the Mineral Hill (U2) vein, pyrite is closely associated with 

the coarser-grained quartz, and carbonates are associated with chalce 

dony. In the outcrop (fig. 3A), all of the pyrite occupies a central 

position in the core of coarsest-grained quarts. The rest of the.rein 

contains carbonate tat no pyrite. . . ,

The Mineral H111 mine workings expose a group of small reins in 

the footvall of a larger brecciated chalcedony rein (fig. 3B andC). 

Near point A (fig. 3C) all of the veins Are fine-grained milky "quartz 

veins that contain pyrite and chalcopyrite, but no carbonate.; Diagonally 

across the strike of the veins, between point A and point B, the reins 

grade through fine-drained dark quartz reins to chalcedony reins* Along 

with this change, tie reins change from sulfide-bearing reins to carbonate
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bearing veins without visible sulfides. A similar change takes place 

along the strike of the veins. Along the northwest wall of the drift the 

veins contain sulfides and very little carbonate, but along the southeast 

side of the drift the veins consist of chalcedony and carbonate.

The only place pyrlte-carbonate area! zoning could be reliably 

established is in the Maupin Greek district east of Clancy, in which 

pyrita occupies a central position.



Area! sericite boundary

Prom the rein and altered rock diagram (fig* 16) it can be seen 

that veins extend beyond the pinch-out of the sericite bands* The 

only veins that do this are chalcedony veins of the peripheral zone, 

or the chalcedonic ends of mixed veins* This general relation, seen * 

in many veins, seems also to be true for large areas of veins, and it 

is the basis for the sericite boundary shown on figure 2A*

The serioite boundary marks the outer limits of areas within 

which the veins are entirely enclosed in sericite, i»e., within these 

areas sericite is more extensive than the vein* Outside of the bound 

ary, sericite occurs along many veins, but in all of these, chalcedony 

extends beyond the limits of sericitic alteration.

Mineralization beyond the limits of the sericite bands is 

found in three major forms* Usually veins are bordered by sericite 

for a part of their length, but their ends extend beyond this sericite 

pinch-out* In other veins, the vein is wider than the sericite bands* 

At such places the vein contains a band of serioite within it, but the 

botders of the vein lie out in the argillie bands. All veins of this 

sort consist predominately of silicified rock, and it is apparent that 

silicification in them has proceeded outward farther than the sericite 

front. In the third major form, the main body of the chalcedony vein

lies within the sericite front, but many stringers of chalcedony branch
  ".-.''   

out into the argillio bands. ~   .
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The sericite boundary should not be considered as a sharp line 

along its entire length* / Where the veins are widely spaced* the loca 

tion of the boundary was easily determined* However, in some areas 

of closely spaced veins, especially south and east of Clanoy. the 

location of the boundary could not be so easily determined and in 

these places the boundary should be considered to be a broad zone 

about 1000 feet in width* Also in some places south and east of 

Clancy, the location is uncertain because of weathering effects super 

imposed on altered rocks*.

The sericite boundary roughly encircles the nineralized area* 

It can be identified around the north, east* and south sides of the 

mineralized area* Along the west side of the area, veins both with 

or without sericite extending to their outer limits are known, and 

presumably the'sericite boundary could be drawn through this part of 

the nineralized area* In this part of the area, the boundary probably 

would be sinuous* but exposures of veins were considered to be too poor 

to permit extention of the boundary* . : :



Relation of quartz and sulfide minerals 

  to sericite boundary

All of the quartz veins, almost all of the mixed reins, and 

nearly all of the sulfide bearing chalcedony reins lie within the 

sericite boundary* Some reins outside of the boundary contain a 

little quartz and sulfide minerals, but where these minerals occur, 

they are within that part of the rein enclosed in sericite* Excep 

tions to this are rare' grains deposited in open spaces, and a deposit 

filling an open breccia at the Obelisk mine (ll*0) (Beer aft, Pinckney, 

and Rosenblun, 1963, pp. 5>0-£l, pi. U).

10*



Collapse of the zonal pattern

Near the end of mineralization, minerals char act eristic the 

the peripheral zones and out part of the intermediate zones vera 

deposited veil in toward the central zones and into centers of mineral* 

ization of tha intermediate zones* A little data suggests that the 

area! serioita boundary may also have moved inward* Thus, tha zonal 

pattern that was established during deposition of tha quArtz-pyrite- 

chaloopvrita assemblage appears to have collapsed*
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Causes of zoning 

Teinperature

c? 
The temperature of filling of lUi fluid inclusions found in

quartz of the quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage are presented in 

figure 21* The filling temperatures range from lU?°C« to 36Q°C. The

Figure 21* Filling temperature of. fluid, inclusions in quartz

crystals*

inclusions are from 7 veins ranging in zonal type from low rank inter 

mediate type to central type* Inclusions from the cores of higher rank
t

veins filled at higher temperatures* and inclusions from the cores of

lower rank veins filled at lower temperatures.
\

Nearly all of the inclusions were run by the writer in a Leitz 

heating stage* Sixteen inclusions from the Eureka (13) > Basset, and 

Golconda*(8U) veins were run by either D. H. Richter or Corral F. . 

Parker in Survey laboratories using different equipment* The fluid 

inclusions used for temperature determinations were in plates 1-2,mm* 

thick, cut parallel to the C axis of the quarts crystals* The inclu 

sions were classified as being either primary or secondary after :

detailed examination of the crystal plate* Some primary inclusions are
» 

situated so that they could havo been modified in some way* They are

easy to recognize because they l) lie close to fractures or the pro- 

jaction of fractures. 2) have thin walls, usually because of the"

10?
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presence of other inclusions nearby, 3) have a large surface area,

(e.g., thin flat inclusions) or a long tail-like extent ion, i») or
  

show signs of recrystallizatio.i after entrapment.

The filling temperature data plotted on figure 21 are mostly
 

those of primary inclusions, but also include a few from the "modi 

fied" primary type. The value of carefully selecting the inclusions 

before determining their filling temperatures is apparent from 

figure 21. Nearly all of the filling temperatures from unmodified 

primary inclusions plot in small groups, whereas filling temperatures 

from modified primary inclusions show considerable scatter, and their 

values probably can be ignored. Filling temperatures of secondary 

inclusions are not shown; many secondary inclusions were run, and 

they all filled at lower temperatures than their neighboring primary 

inclusions*.

The data show that higher temperatures prevailed in the 

centers, of mineralization and that lower temperatures are character 

istic of the veins around these centers* The highest filling temp 

eratures found are from a major center of mineralization, the Cry 

stal vein (100), and the next highest are from a small center, the
. i 

Eureka vein (13)* Veins away from these centers contain inclusions
  . .... t ... $ ': 

that filled at lower temperatures.

The temperature values for the Crystal center of mineraliza-
" "* ~lJX' ' * 'I   "' *-.-. '     ' 'r - ' " "

tion are from a large zoned o^uartz crystal from near the west end of
.; *.«..*" " ." - -0-"   , - - " '   ' --
the ore body. The inner zones of this crystal were probably, deposit- 

*ed during the main part of tho quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrlte aasemblage* 

The outer zones, however, contain bands of carbonate inclusions
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which indicates that they were deposited during the time the zonal 

pattern~was collapsingj when carbonate was being deposited at the 

west end of the core of the Crystal vein* The inclusions from the 

inner part of the quartz crystiO. filled between 320°C. and 360°C. 

with the innermost inclusions filling at the highest temperature.

Inclusions from the outer bands that contain the carbonate filled

o obetween 193 C. and 220 C. and show a systematic drop in temperature

with time. '

The filling temperatures from the outer bands are comparable 

to those from the Uncle Sam (103) and Vindicator (9k) veins, about 

two miles to the north and south of the Crystal (100) vein. These 

veins are both of low rank intermediate type in the zonal pattern. 

The Uncle Sam vein typically contains very fine-grained quartz and 

carbonate; pyrite is sparse* Inclusions from it filled between 

198°C. and 210°C. The Vindicator vein (9k) is much like the Uncle 

Sam (108) vein except that the quartz is a little coarser-grained 

and a thin pyrite band is present*. Both veins are enclosed in thin 

sericite bands. Fluid inclusions in small quartz crystals from 

the Vindicate* vein (9U) filled between 197°C. and 2l8°C., and most 

of them filled near 200 C. ' The base of these crystals contain 

pyrite grains/, their tips; are capped with chalcedony.

The lowest filling temperatures related to the Crystal center 

of mineralization are from the Ada vein (96) . This small vein lies 

near the northeast edge of the group of veins zoned around the Cry 

stal center. Pilling temperatures of inclusions from it range from

3. to i63°cr.   . - *_--.':;' "v ^;^~ *;   " . -.%
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A similar difference in temperature was found in the Rimini 

district, where the filling temperatures of inclusions from-the 

Eureka (13} vein are higher (220°C.-2Ul°C.) than those from the smaller 

nearby 0. H. Bassett vein (206oC.-2lU°C.)« In addition, the highest

-/Sample taken from adit UOO feet south of locality 11.

temperature found for the Eureka vein (a small center of mineraliza 

tion) are considerably lower than those found for the quartz pyrite 

deposition in the Crystal vein (a major center of mineralization) .

The filling temperatures from the free Coinage vein (32) are 

thought to be representative of the low rank intermediate veins of 

mixed type in the Clancy district. Inclusions from this vein filled 

between 179°C. and 2H°C.. with most of them filling between 202°C. ; 

and 206 C* This is close to the values obtained from the Vindica 

tor (9h) and Uncle Sara (108) veins and may be characteristic of all 

of the low rank intermediate veins* Presumably the temperature of 

deposition of the chalcedony veins would be even lower*
** JT

filling temperatures were determined for one vein outside of 

the main mineralized area*, the Golconda vein (8U)   Only five inclu-
y "~ .    

sions were suitable, fottr of them filled at 200°C» and one filled 

at 190°C. .

The data presented above are unoorrected for pressure (Kennedy, 

19^0). The salinity of fluid inclusions from the Crystal (100) and

Ada (96) veins was determined by Mrs. Martha Ton-Train using a ffeez-
»

ing stage (Hoedder (196?) to be less, than ?J percent, with most inolu-
* ' - -»

sions containing about $ percent equivalent NaCI, ' - . .
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The weight of the overlying column of rocks probably sets a 

practical upper limit of pressure at about 500 bars* The reins are 

in the upper part of the batholith and its roof rocks, and the bathe  

lith intruded through the middle unit of ELkhorn Mountains volcanics 

and Into the lowermost part of the middle unit in many places, so that 

the thickness of covering rocks at the time of Intrusion may have been 

approximately that of the tipper unit or no more than about 5000 feet. 

The pressure under 5000 feet of this dense tuff would be about 360 

bars if an average specific gravity of 2.5 is assummed for these 

rocks. The minimum pressure must have been great enough to prevent 

boiling of the solutions, i.e., approximately 153 bars for a 5 percent 

Kad solution (Sourirajan-and Kennedy, 1962, Table 3, p. 131)* Pres 

sure corrections, to be added to the filling temperature, based on the 

data for pure water (Kennedy, 1950) for the range 150 to 380 bars, are 

only 2X)0C. to 20°C. for a filling tenperature of 200°C. and only 30°C* 

for a filling temperature of 350°C« at 380 bars. . .



Concentration gradients

Attempts to systematize the chemical and mineralogical aspects 

of altered rocks have followed three main courses* Many writers for 

years have referred to altered rocks as belonging to types such- as, 

argillie propyllitic, or sericitic. Recently, Creasey(l95?) and 

Burnham (1962) have attempted to redefine alterated rock types, and 

have arranged their types into facies analogous to metamorphic facies*

Requirements of this approach are that the minerals are contemporaneous
x (7 in age and occur as equilibrium assemblages* The minerals of their

assemblages are stable over a considerable range of temperature and 

pressure, and because of this, the facies type of classification fails 

to define conditions within this range* In addition, Creasy and Burn- 

ham consider only solid phases, and the nature of the inter granular 

fluid is largely overlooked*

Hemley and Jones (196U) have attempted to explain alteration 

in 'terms of hydrolytic exchange reactions in which elements such as 

Na, Ca, Mg, and'S from silicate minerals are replaced by hydrogen ions 

from the solution. They stressed the controls exerted on the reactions
"'" £ ' - _ _ _^__ '

by the ratios of alkali cations to -hydrogen ion* Their method of 

treatment recognizes the important fact that alteration is largely a 

process of reactions between solid phases and constituents of the pore 

solution* This writer is in agreement with their approach and con 

siders that each alteration front is a surface along which * reaction
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occurred, the reactanta and products, other than solid phases, having 

been brought to and removed from the alteration front along cone en-   

tration gradients that existed in the pore solution.

Gains and losses of chemical constituents in the altered 

rocka have been discussed} they are best accounted for by the move 

ment of constituents into or out of a rock in response to concentra 

tion gradients maintained by diffusion* Such a mechanism has been 

outlined by many writers (e.g., Levering, 1950 and Orville, 1962)* . 

Hemley and Jones (196U, Fig* 5>) have proposed similar gradients in 

terms of activity.

Gradient^ of Na, Ca, Si°2> c> s> and H probably existed in

the wall rock. The gradient of each constituent must have been
\ .

strongly influenced by reactions which either add or extract that con 

stituent from the solution* Some of the reactions and gradients are 

discussed below*



Some experimentally determined reactions (Hemley and Jones, 

applicalbe to the alteration of quartz monzonite ares 

Albite Na-ir,ontmorillonlte
H

1.67Si02 + Ha*

Na-montmoriHonite Kaollnite

USiO + Na

Kaolinite , Sericite
^ (OH) 4 K1" - KA13S13010(OH)2 ^ IT + 1*^0

Quartz 
3SJLO.

" Sericito
00 ^ IT s o.^Kal^Si On ^ 

3 v j 3 10 2

CD

(2)

0)

(li)

A more realistic raction for the plagioclase of the quarts monzo 

nite is:

Andesene
0. 

8 2U

Mbntmorillonite
Sifl 0^ (OH), 

8-x 20
Ca 2Ha (5)

The mineralogy of the outwardly moving fronts indicates that all of 

the reactions as written went from left to right during alteration*
V

By means of sucli reactions as (l), (2), 'and (5)« Na* was re 

leased to the pore solution and H* Was removed* No other reactions 

are known to occur in the alteration of these rocks which uses Na *
'r ' '

as a major constituent* Consequently, nearly all sodium was removed

from, the altered rocks as indicated by the chemical analyses. The ' **. ..   , "' " ''-!" ' 

Na* must have moved away from the site of the reactions, probably to



the vein along concentration-diffusion gradients as proposed by 

Qrville (1962)* The gradient for sodium is probably one of the most 

simple of the constituents in the rocks* Most others are complicated 

by one or more reactions.

A gradient for calcium would be affected by calcium being 

added to the solution at 3 places and removed at one* Calcium was 

added to the solution at the montmorillonite.aiidrkaolJLniteVfronts 

(reactions $ and 2), and some calcium was removed from the solution 

at the carbonate front to form iron-bearing carbonate* This same 

calcium was again released to the solution by the advance of the pyrite 

front*

The supply of H* required for the hydrolytic reactions must 

have come from the solution in the vein, and H4 moved into the wall- 

rock in response to a gradient that sloped away from the vein* 

opposite to that of-Ha* and Ca4"*. Reactions (l), (2), (I*)., (5) re 

quired a continuing supply" of It1"* Reaction (3) probably supplied 

H* to* the solution* ' . »  

Gradients similar to that of H must have existed for carbon 

and sulfur, both of which were supplied to the rock in response to 

gradients sloping from the vein, so that carbon was supplied to the

carbonate front*, and sulfur was supplied to the pyrite front* Addition-
  ' . . '

al sulfur probably was supplied to the outward moving pyrite front 

throughout mineralization, but after the carbonate band was established, 

only part of the carbon had to come from the vein* Replacement of 

iron -bearing carbonate by pyrite at the pyrite front released carbon 

to the solution* This carbon was available so that some of it could
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more to the carbonate front so that little, if any, carbon was re* 

moved from the solution in the vein once the system was established, 

and the pyrite front was advancing* Carbon could be recycled several 

times in such a system*

from the foregoing discussion it appears that since so many 

of the silicate reactions in the wallrocks use H4", a gradient of 

activity of H was the most important single factor controlling tha 

alteration pattern of the silicate minerals around a single vein* In 

the system described here the supply of H4 probably determined the 

sites of the silicate hydration reactions, i.e., determined tha 

arrangement of the silicate alteration bands around a vein* Some 

place along these gradients tha equilibrium ration of oualkali/iH 

was established for each of the hydrolysis reactions* If a-H is 

high relative to o> alkali the reactions will take place a considerable 

distance from tha vein, whereas if cu alkali is low, relative to O.H*, 

the reaction will take place close to the vein* This probably has 

influenced the convergence of the altered bands of the silicate  

minerals* A large and continuing supply of E is necessary to movet
tha kaolinite and montmorillonite fronts outward from the vain* Bie 

supply of H was probably greatest in tha cores of the veins where tha
i ' _ ...

altered bands "are wide # and it was probably less ::o adjacent to tha 

ends of tha veins where the alteration fronts lie nearer the vain and" 

converge with it* The position of the pyrite front was probably; 

controlled in a similar way*
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Silica and the sericite front

%

Reactions such as (l) and (2) release SiO~ as a product, , 

and this silica is not precipitated at the sites of the reactions in 

spite of the fact.that the activity of silica should be one because 

of quartz in the rock* Recent work by Hemley strongly suggests that 

the solution in altered rocks can become supersaturated with respect

to silica, and that silica can move out of the rock (Henley, J. J*,
  »

oral communication, May 5* 1°65). 
/

Reactions (3) and (U) occur close together at the sericite

front and from this point outward through the kaolinite band, potas 

sium feldspar and kaolinite occur together in what appears to be 

metastability. Henley's work, in progress, indicates that below about 

200°C. or 2£0°C, kaolinite and potassium feldspar can react to pro 

duce sericite at equilibrium (Henley, J* J., oral communication, 

May 5, 1°65).

It should be noted that reactions (3) and (U), f£ added to 

gether, yield sericite and quanta,'the minerals produced at the 

sericite front* In a kaolinftic rock such as altered quartz monzonite,

in which kaolinite and potassium feldspar occur in. equal proportions,
 -- « - * -   * 

additions of H*Vor K* are not needed, and the two reactions might be

controlled by aqueous silica. . /



CONCLUSIONS
 

Hundreds of veins in the mineralized area belong to one large 

hypogene system* They are.near the top of the Boulder batholith, and 

are probably all about equidistant from a deep source of little known 

character* The veins change gradually from mesothermal to epithermal 

types as a result of systematic differences in the mineralizing system 

from one place to another* They form zonal patterns that, range in. 

scale from a single vein* through a small group of veins or. a dis 

trict, to the entire mineralized area*

The zonal pattern reflects differing rates of 'flow of the 

hypothermal solution* Greater rates of flow resulted in large, high 

temperature veins containing large sulfide ore bodies and enclosed 

in wide sericitic envelopes. Lesser rates of flow resulted in-lower 

temperature veins of chalcedony without sulfides or sericite*

The uniformity running through the variety of veins is 

startling*
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APPENDIX 

Alta center

The vein system in the Alta mine (?6) is the largest center of 

mineralization in the area. All other centers are subsidiary to it in 

size, known metal content, and the amount of mineralized and altered 

ground. The Alta center is in an east trending major zone of veins
%

and altered rocks about four miles longr and is near the intersection of 

this zone and a major northeast trending zone of veins* It is the site 

of the largest ore body in the Boulder batholith with the exception of 

those at Butte. The influence of this major center of mineralization

extends a few miles in all directions and constitutes the Wickes mining 
i

district. ~

On the basis of the grain-size of quartz crystals only, the Alta 

center does not fit the general pattern; the quartz crystals seem much 

too small for a major center of mineralization. The quartz crystals in 

the Alta vein are rarely over £ mm. across, and generally they are much 

smaller than this. The finer grain size seems to be a reflection of 

replacement of the fine-grained volcanic wall rock. Throughout the area
*  

quartz crystals that replaced wall rocte are smaller than those that grew 

in open fissures, and within veins in the Elkhorn Mountains volcanics,

this difference is much more accentuated than within veins in the much  * *  

coarser-grained quartz monzonite. On the basis of everything except 

quartz grain size, the Alta vein is the outstanding center of
**  -

'119 ,"- *
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mineralization. Coarse-grain d quarts occurs in veins in quartz mon- 

sonite on the east side of Alia fountain at localities 7U, 75, 77,   

and 78.

To the northeast, east and south of Alta Mountain, the veins 

become progressively smaller, the quartz becomes finer-grained, and 

the sericite bands become thin. Relations to the west are partly 

obscured by the quartz latite. The decrease in both the size of the 

veins and the grain size of the quartz is easily seen in the belt of 

veins extending northeastward from locality 75 " "The quartz in these 

veins becomes much finer-grained to the northeast across the west 

flowing tributary of Spring Creek. Further northeast in the vicinity 

of sections 35 and 3.6, all of the veins in the belt are the chalcedonic 

type. Eastward from the Alta center, on the east side of Alta Mountain, 

the quartz in the veins is progressively finer-grained, and'further 

eastward between Beavertown and Spring Creeks, many of the veins con 

sist largely of fine-grained quartz with a sugary texture. Southward i '

from Alta Mountain the grain size of the quartz progressively decreases. 

At the Atlas mine (81) the .quartz grains range in size from about 1 mm. 

to about 5 mm. and about one mile farther south, locality 82, the 

quartz is very fine-grained. Relations to the west are partly covered 

by the quartz latite tuff that overlies part,of the veins, but beyond 

the tuff unit are some of the larger veins of the Wickes district. In 

all of these the quariz is finer grained than it is in the veins on the 

east side of Alta Mountain and the ore bodies and altered envelopes 

are smaller than in the Alta vein. The larger veins are briefly des 

cribed. The most southerly of the larger veins, at the Salvail mine (69), 

consists mainly o£ very fine-grained quaftz and pyrite. The Mount
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Washington (68) vein to the north contains much silicified volcanic 

rock, very fine grained quarts, and chalcedony and dolomite in colli- 

form bands.-' The quartz in the Blizzard (6?) vein and Elkador (66)

-'The large dump at the Mount Washington mine probably is a 

non-representative sample of this large vein. The last major mining 

operation used a selective flotation mill and probably almost all vein 

material was used as mill feed* The dump consists almost entirely of 

altered rock*

.vein is fine-grained except for crystals a few millimeters across 

occuring in small vugs. The I'inah (65) vein contains much coarse 

grained quartz of the quartz-arsenopyrite assemblage, but that belonging 

to the quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage is fine-grained. The veins 

(localities 62, 63, and 6U) between the Minah (65) and Clancy Creek are 

largely carbonate.

Near the head of Clancy Creek, the quartz in the veins is very

fine-grained and carbonates are abundant in some of them. Chalcedony
i 

veins occur in the east facing cirque walla at the head of Clancy Creek.

A minor reversal of the zoning occurs in the Bluebird (60) vein.

Quartz in the Bluebird vein along the western extention of the Mount*  

Washington structure, is ̂ very fine-grained at its eastern end. The grain
-*
r   m '

size increases westward to the top of the hill and reaches a maximum size
"5 _- - '

of 2-3 mm* near the top of the hill at the Bluebird mine shaft* Further 

westward the grain size decreases as the rein crosses Bluebird Meadows.



Grerory-Rarus group

The Gregory-Rarus group of veins and altered zones lies along 

the north edge of the Wickes mining district. The group contains 

several veins as well as many altered zones within which are many 

veinlets but no large veins. This group of veins and altered zones 

extends eastward from Clancy Creek, near the Gregory (5l) mine, 

through the Rarus (5U) mine and merges with the northeast trending^ 

chalcedony veins that lie northwest of Corbin. The veins in the group 

range from quartz veins throuch mixed veins to chalcedony veins. They 

represent all three of the zonal types.

The main centers of mineralization in the Gregory-Rarus group 

are at the Gregory and Rarus nines* The Rarus vein is a ndxed vein of 

the intermediate zone, whereas the Gregory vein contains no chalcedony, 

and it is assigned to the central zone. Zoning from central to peri 

pheral types occurs within a short distance. Prom the Gregory mine 

eastward the veins change to mixed and chalcedonic types.

Quartz on the Gregory mine dump is milky and moderately coarse 

grained. It was deposited either^as crystals replacing altered Elkhorn 

Mountains volcanic rock or in narrow open fissures. The sericitic and
* - *

pyritic bands of the Gregory vein are probably very wide. The old mine 

workings are thought to be extensive and almost all of the rock on the

dump is sericitic and pyritic. In addition the rock from, drift and
t

crosscut adits east of the Grc i;ory dumps is nearly an pyritio and seri-
r? «  * - *

citic. The bands of these minerals are probably as much as a-few

hundred feet wide. ^
' 122 i.
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East of the Gregory mine area, at the Monte Christo (52) mine, 

the veins and sericite bands s-re narrow. Quartz from the lower adit 

of the Monte Christo vein is dense and white to very fine-grained and 

bluish gray. About 500 feet further east along the vein about one- 

fourth of the quartz is the fine-grained, compact white variety and 

about three-fourths is the very fine-grained, dark flinty variety. 

To the south of the Monte Christo (52) mine some of the outer veins of 

the Gregory-Rarus group (near locality 53) are chalcedony veins. All 

veins east of the Monte Christo mine are mixed veins or chalcedony 

veins. A vein of milky quartz north of the Gregory-Rarus group (50) 

does not seem to fit the zonal pattern.

Eastward from the Gregory mine the change from quartz veins to 

chalcedony veins takes place In about one mile and the chalcedony veins 

occur* only along one edge of the group. From the Rarus mine (5U) 

eastward the change takes place in only one half of a mile. These 

relations are shown in figure 25-' and described* below.

JSigure 25   Geology of the Rarus vein and vicinity.

The Rarus. vein is a mixed vein lying along the central part of 

the Gregory-Rarua group of veins. The veins flanking the Rarus vein are

almost all chalcedony veins. The vein zone contains at least five seg-
: ' * 

ments, two of which are exposed in mine workings. The western segment

is fine-grained milky quartz enclosed in a chalcedony sheath that is   

very large at the western end of the vein segment*- Die second segment



±3 fine-grained milky quartz partly bordered by a thin sheath of very 

fine-grained quartz. The third segment lies along the creek east of 

the mine workings. The largest quartz crystals are in the eastern 

end of the second segment and in the poorly exposed part of the third 

segment along the creek* The fourth segment lies about one fourth 

of a mile farther east and consists of very fine-grained quartz and 

chalcedony. Another segment east of the creek (55) is entirely 

chalcedonic*
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Comet-Gray Eagle zone

A zone of sheared, altered, and mineralized rock extends east-
i 

ward from Cataract Creek (Morning Glory mine 121* ) to the north end of

the Boulder Valley (localities l£8, 160, and 161). This zone, named 

for two of the mines along it, is strongly zoned along its length. 

In addition a major split from the Comet-Gray Eagle zone (the Van 

Armin zone) is also zoned and is described on p.

The main center of mineralization in the Comet-Gray Eagle 

zone is at the Comet mine (131); lesser centers .are at each of the 

productive mines .along it (sec Becraft, Pinckney, and Rosenblum, 1963» 

pp. 83-91)  ' Each lesser center is successively of lower rank toward 

the ends of the zone.

The main core of the Comet vein (131) consists of" three large 

vein..strands that merge down dip into a single vein about 100 feet wide,

This part of the vein is considered 'to be high rank intermediate type
» 

to low rank central type. Quartz crystals from this part of the vein

are about 2-5 mm« across and are associated with abundant pyrite and a 

little chalcopyrite. ^To the west across High Ore Greek the vein nar- . 

rows, becomes rich in carbonate, and the quartz becomes finer-grained. 

To the east the quartz- also becomes finer-grained but a carbonate seg 

ment of the vein has not been found.
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The Gray Eagle mine (129) > one and one half miles west of the 

Comet mine (131) contains two veins. The north vein is a moderately 

large vein of high rank intermediate type. The south vein, however, 

is narrower and is of lower rank intermediate type. It consists 

mainly of abundant carbonate sad a lesser amount of pyrite and quartz. 

Kuch of the quartz on the dumps is the clear to cloudy variety which 

was deposited in vugs.

The Horning Glory vein system (12U) is at the west end of the 

Comet-Gray Eagle zone and is characterized by carbonate rather than 

pyrite, and fine-grained gray quartz. The core of the two main veins 

consists" largely of compact donse, dark quartz with some pyrite and was 

the-source of several thousand tons of high-grade silver ore. The 

bulk of the vein material in the deposit is dense quartz and abundant 

carbonate with a small amount of pyrite* This type of material prob 

ably makes up over eight-tenths of the vein material in the deposit. 

The sericite bands bordering the main veins are for the most part only 

a few inches thick* The Morning Glory deposit is considered to be of 

low rank intermediate type*

Zoning in the eastern part of the Comet-Gray Eagle zone is very 

similar to that in the western part* The quartz core of each more, 

easterly vein ia finer-grained; coarse-grained milky quartz of the 

cores gives* way progressively to dense gray quartz; and the place of 

pyrite is taken more and more by carbonate. In the Boulder Valley, 

where the strike of the zone swings northeastward, the veins change 

rapidly to fine-grained quartz veins with abundant carbonates; good 

examples-are at localities 15>9 and l£8. The main vein of the zone
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at its eastern end (locality 160), is a mixed vein with a small quartz 

core, and all of the nearby veins are either chalcedony veins or veins 

of fine-grained, flinty quarts and carbonate.



Briltimore center

The Baltimore center is represented by the veins in the Balti 

more mine (l6U). It is smaller than the Alta or Comet centers and 

consists of a complex of veins at the intersection of a northwest 

trending structure and an east northeast trending structure. These 

veins are partly exposed in ths workings of the Baltimore mine, and 

are mainly made, up of two of t.he mineral assemblages. One large vein 

consists largely of the galena-sphalerite assemblage. Another large 

vein is composed of the quarts-pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage. The 

quartz crystals in this vein are characteristically milky and compact* 

The average grain size is about 1-3 mm. and some of the quartz is very 

fine-grained* This large vein is considered to be intermediate in 

zonal type.

Outward from the Baltimore mine (l6U) the grain size of the
*.   - 

quartz in the cores of the veins decreases rapidly, and within a few

miles or less, only chalcedony veins are found.   Carbonates also become 

more abundant and pyrite less abundant in many of the veins away from 

the Baltimore center. Mixed veins around the Baltimore center are .

found farther to the south and southwest than in other directions. The   
quartz in the cores of these veins also becomes progressively finer- 

grained with distance from the Baltimore mine. Southward as far as 

the N.E. J, sec. 18, the veins are dominately quartz veins, but the quartz
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in many places is so fine-grarasd that it breaks with a rudely con- 

coidal fracture and a hackly, surface. Southward and southwestward of 

X.S. J, sec. 18, the veins arc chalcedony veins with tho exception of 

a small number of mixed veins. The quartz cores of these mixed veins   

are very small and the quartz in them is very fine-grained. The most 

distant are' found at locality 171. Beyond this p}.ace only chalcedony 

veins are known.



Centers between Basin and Rimini

Many of the reins in the western half of the mineralized area 

lie in a broad north trending belt extending from the Boulder River 

near Basin to Rimini. The belt is four to five miles in width* Most 

of the veins in this belt trend easterly and many of them range in 

width iip to several feet.   Most of the veins in the Basin-Rimini belt 

are quartz veins, but many of them are the mixed type, and some are 

chalcedony veins.

The veins in the Basin-Rimini belt are zoned relative to four 

centers, but the zoning is not as strong as around the Baltimore

center. The centers are (l) the Eureka-Lee Mountain vein system'
<

(localities 5 and 13), (2) the Crystal-Bullion-Eva May vein system 

(localities 100, 98, and 1D3), (3) the Big Limber Gulch veins, and 

(U) the Jib vein (121).

The Jib center is at the Jib mine (121) on the south side of 

the Boulder River at Basin. Two large veins and a small vein occur in 

the sheared and. altered zone exposed in the mine. One of the large 

veins, according to Ruppel (1963, p.l0j),jwas mined for its base metal 

content, whereas the other one was 'largely quartz and pyrite "and was 

mined for its silver and gold content* The outcrop of the quartz-
' '  -  - -..-_. .»..'-!

pyrite vein is composed of compact milky quartz crystals about one to 

three millimeters across, accompanied by pyrite and fine-grained
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flint-like quartz or chalcedony that contains abundant pyrite. It

therefore would appear that tho vein is one of the mixed type and is
t. 

probably a middle to low rank intermediate vein. The altered rocks

tend to confirm this. The qu?.rtz-pyrite vein outcrop is bordered by 

a sericitic band only about on-:? foot thick, and the wide altered 

zone is mostly argillic. What is probably the eastern extension of 

the Jib vein system has been offset along a fault to a position north 

of the Boulder River. The veins of the eastern extension are chalcedony 

veins* Carbonate, however, was not seen.

To the .southeast and east of the Jib mine the veins change

rapidly to chalcedony veins. The Helper vein (122), about three-
 

fourths of a mile southeast of the Jib vein (121), consists largely 

of fine-grained, compact, milk:/' or bluish gray quartz and pyrite. The 

next vein to the southeastward is a chalcedony vein. The Merry Widow . 

vein (123) to the east of the Jib, is a mixed deposit and only chal 

cedony veins lie to the east of it. The Red Rock vein (119) to the 

west of the Jib center is a large chalcedony vein*

Northward from the Jib similar changes occur within one or two 

miles. Chalcedony veins occur in the breccia bodies along Basin Creek,

especially at localities 115, 113, and 112. A few quartz cat mixed veins
'  & 

also occur in the same area south of locality llu, but in most of these
- - = - ., - *"  '

the quartz is very fine-grained,-carbonate is abundant,,sphalerite, if 

present, .is very light colored, and the sericite-bands, where seen, are
-s> ..,  . .. ,

narrow. . The Aurora vein (1H) is a chalcedony vein that contains some 

sphalerite. ' _  ;   , .



Big Limber Gulch center

A center of mineralizntion is in the vicinity of the mouth of

Big Limber Gulch. In this area no single vein can be selected as an
t- * 

outstanding center, but several veins are notably of higher rank. . :

These veins are the Minneapolis-Manhatten (125)* Boston-Buckeye (126), 

and nearby veins. Veins related to this center lie in an area roughly 

bounded by the ridge between High Ore Creek and Big Limber Gulch, the 

Boulder River, the Comet-Gray Eagle zone, and the divide between Basin 

and Cataract Creeks. Toward the edges of this area, nearly all of the 

veins are either chalcedony voins or mixed veins that contain a large 

proportion of either chalcedony or microcrystalline quartz. Many of 

them also contain abundant carbonate. These veins are considered to be 

either low rank intermediate or peripheral in type, whereas the more 

centrally located?veins are about middle rank intermediate in type..

The zoning around the 3ig Limber Gulch center is not symmetr.i- 

cal with respect to either carbonates or chalcedony. Host of the 

chalcedony is in the veins on the ridge to the south and east of Big 

Limber Gulch, whereas the veins with more abundant carbonate, are 

found from the Rose vein (127) northward and northeastward along the 

valleys of Cataract Creek and Big Limber Gulch. . -   -
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Crystal center

A major sheared, altered, and mineralized zone extends from 

the Bullion mine (98) eastward through the Crystal (100), Sparkling 

Water (101), and Eva May (103) mines. Throughout its known length of 

about h miles, it is altered, locally sheared, and in several places 

it is intensely mineralized. The zone may extend east of Cataract 

Creek under the valley of Hoodoo Creek and westward under glacial and 

aluvial deposits to the veins at Winter's Camp (91)  Thus,, it is com 

parable in size to the Comet-Gray Eagle zone, and it has exerted a 

strong influence on surrounding mineralization.

The veins in the Crystal mine are the center of a strongly 

zoned group of veins. These veins lie in the Basin-Rimini belt in an 

area extending from Saturday Night Hill northward at least as far as 

the Buckeye mine (87).

The Crystal-Bullion structure is zoned along its length and 

veins lying to the north, and south are zoned relative to it also. 

Eastward along the Crystal-Bullion zone the deposits change from low 

rank intermediate type near Winter's CampL (91) t|b the central type at   

the Crystal mine (100), and back almost to peripheral type at the Eva 

May mine (103)  The vein at Winter's Camp is probably a low rank 

intermediate vein* It is a fine-grained, compact milky quartz vein west
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of Basin Creek, but it is a sr ill chalcedony vein where it crosses 

Basin Creek, It also contains a few clear quartz crystals- and 

colorless sphalerite in an open brecci.i at its intersection with a 

short northwest trending vein. Mineralization ar'ound locality 93 has 

produced chalcedony and carbonate veins that contain, a little pyrite. 

The quartz: vein at the Bullion mine (93), as indicated by material on 

the dumps, is characterized by medium to fine-grained quartz, both 

dark and milky varieties, some chalcedony, and abundant pyrite* The 

sphalerite is light reddish brown in color.

The vein system at the Crystal mine (100) is considered to be 

the center of mineralization along the. Crystal-Bullion zone* Major 

strands of these veins are commonly h feet wide on the main adit level 

and lie in a mineralized zone as much as 2£ feet wide. Some strands 

consist predominately of one mineral assemblage* A large strand of the 

quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage. contains large milky, intergrown 

crystals of quartz, many of which are 2 inches across and a few of which 

are larger.

The Crystal vein (100) appears to be zoned similarly to the 

Comet vein (131)   Very fine-grained quartz, carbonates and possibly 

some chalcedony were found at the west extremity of the known veins* 

The eastern end of the Crystal vein*lies east of Cataract Greek and was 

not investigated.   ,. ' "  

' East of the Crystal mine, the quartz in the veins along the zone 

becom'ea progressively finer-grained. In the vicinity of locality 102*, 

quartz on the dumps ranges frora the fine-grained bluish gray variety
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to milky crystals 3 or h ran. across . At the Eva May mine (103) nearly- 

all of the quartz is extremely fine-f-rained and is associated with 

some carbonate* The sphalerite is light green in color* No chalcedony 

was found. If chalcedony veins exist at the east end of the Crystal- 

Bullion zone, they must lie under the glacial deposits in Hoodoo Creek. 

The veins as far south of the Crystal-Bullion zone as Saturday 

Night Hill are almost aH mixed veins and some of them contain very 

little milky quartz. South of the center of section 29, milky quartz 

is inconspicuous in the veins. North of this point it is more abun 

dant although it forms only a small part of the veins. The sphalerite 

in the veins is light colored and the sericite band along most of them 

is narrow. North of the Crystal-Bullion zone the veins change from 

quartz-pyrite veins to chalcedony-carbonate veins in going across their 

strike. The quartz at the Last Shot mine (99) is milky and moderately 

coarse-grained, sphalerite is reddish brown and pyrite is abundant. 

To the northeast at the Ada mine (96), carbonate is conspicuous and 

most of the quartz is the fine-grained variety, but large crystals 

filling cavities in a breccia are common. Ttyrite and other sulfide 

minerals are abundant. At the Morning and Midnight mines (97) a1 l of

the quartz and pyrite are very fine-grained and the vein contains a 

fair amount of black chalcedony. The Vindicator vein (9U) is similar
n>

to that at the Morning and Midnight mine but it is much, narrower « As
i ' '

far north as locality 89> pyrite is dominate over carbonate, but north 

of this place carbonate appears to be dominate over pyrite* Also 

north of this point all of the quartz is exceedingly fine-grained and
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rnuch of it probably is chalcedony. The veins north of the Buckeye 

.rone (8?) may not be related to the Crystal-Bullion zone.



Rimini area

Veins near Rimini range from central to peripheral in zonal type* 

The zonal pattern, however, cannot be shown arranged around a center as 

well in the Rimini area as elsewhere because most of the veins are the 

intermediate type and large areas are covered by rhyolite or glacial 

deposits. In addition, many of the veins occur in small groups 

scattered over a large area. The veins within each group are zoned, but 

these groups of veins do not caem to be closely related to each other. 

The chief groups of veins are 1) the Crescent-Peerless (26,2?) group 

near the head of Banner Creek, 2) the Brenner (22) group west of Erohner 

Meadows, 3) the Sally Belle (20) group on the southeast flank of Red 

Mountain, and U) the Lee Mountain-Eureka (5>, 130 group lying to the 

east and south of the village of Rimini.

The Lee Mountain (?) and Eureka (13) veins are the largest 

veins in the Rimini mining district and form a dual center for the
V * 

large group of veins to the east and south of them. They are considered

to be high xrank intermediate veins. Outward from them a progressive"r- '.,_.   i . .   <" 

change is seen in the other, veins in the group, vjntil chalcedony veins 

are reached. This change to chalcedony veins can be seen only along the 

east and south sides of the Lee Mount ain-Eureka group* Veins were not 

found north of the Lee Mountain zone, and the area west of Ten Mile 

Creek is-largely covered by younger rocks. Carbonates are rare in the 

Rimini district." ...".-..

137 ,
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The Lee Mountain zone contain:: the Lee Mountain center. The 

zone is wide, intensely sheared, altered and mineralized and has com 

plex internal structure. It is probably about 3i wiles long and is 

the longest zone in the Rimini district. It is comparable to the 

Comet-Gray Eagle (129, 131) and Crystal-Bullion (100, 98) zones. It 

has been mapped from a point east of the Valley Forge mine (6) to the 

rhyolite on Lee Mountain, It probably extends southwestward under 

the rhyolite and glacial deposits into the southeast corner of sec.l, 

T.8N., R.6W. The most, intense mineralization along the zone is in the 

valley of Ten Mile Creek at and near the Lee Mountain mine (5). The 

veins at the Lee Mountain mine contain all of the mineral assemblages, 

and were sites of deposition all through the mineralizing period.

The quartz crystals at the Lee Mountain mine are typically 

anhedral, compact, milky, and a few millimeters across. The finer- 

grained bluish gray variety is abundant. At the Valley Forge mine,
  

near the east end of the Lee Mountain zone, the finer-grained varieties

of quartz predominate. In the veins (localities 7 and 8) east of the 

Valley Forge mine all of the quartz is very fine-grained. Further 

east near Chessman Reservoir, chalcedony veins, occur. From the Lea 

Mountain vein eastward, the sericite bands along the veins become 

progressively narrower.' At locality 9j north .of Chessman Reservoir, 

the sericite bands along a fine-grained quartz" vein are" only one half 

of an inch wide.

Quartz in the veins between the Lee Mountain mine and the 

Eureka mine (localities 10, 13., and 12) is fine-grained, -The quartz at 

locality 10 is mostly the fine-grained gray yarietjr and chalcedony 'is
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conspicuous. In the Kammouth (12) arrl Free Speech (ll) veins to the 

north, quartz becomes a little coarser-grained as the Eureka (13) 

center is approached. At the Eureka mine (13), quartz belonging to 

both the arsenopyrite-quartz and quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage 

is very abundant. That associated with arsenopyrite tends to be in 

long subhedral grayish crystals lining the walls of open fissures 

whereas that belonging to the quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite assemblage, is 

mostly milky and compact. The milky quartz is coarse-grained and occurs 

as compact masses, as a filling in open fissures and as a replacement 

of sericitic rock* All of the rock on the large dump from the shaft is 

sericitic, and presumably the sericite bands are at least several feet 

wide.

The veins south of the Eureka vein are mostly fine-grained 

quartz- veins. Southward as f?.r as the Daniel Stanton (lli) and Bunker

HiTT (15^ miiies> moslr of* the^ veins' contain- flne-graineoV mUky quartz:
 

along with finer-grained gray quartz and little or no chalcedony. 

Southward from these mines milky quartz in the veins is scarce and 

chalcedony is a common but minor constituent in many of the veins. The 

veins that cross Ruby Greek (19) represent the southern most extent of 

the Lee Mountain-Eureka group. The quarts in these veins is typically 

the very fine-grained, almost" flint-like, variety.,   '



SaI?Ly Belle group

The Sally Belle group of veins consists of several small veins 

on the southeast flank of Red Mountain near the Sally Belle mine (20). 

The quartz in the veins is fine-grained milky to bluish gray. Out 

lying veins to the north, west, and east are almost ?1T chalcedony 

veins. . *

HiO



i'rohner croup

The Jrohner group of veins is at and near the Frohner mine (22) 

about 2 miles south southeast from the top of Red Mountain. It con 

sists of one large vein and several subsidiary veins. The Jrohner 

vein system is poorly exposed but it has been traced intermittently 

through mines, prospect pits, and striips of altered rock, for a distance 

of'about three miles. The mailn center of mineralization is at and near 

the Prohner mine (22) and is considered to be about middle rank inter 

mediate in zonal type. In this part of the zone the quartz ranges from 

moderately fine-grained and milky to fine-grained and bluish gray; 

chalcedony and carbonates wero not found. Chalcedony is predominate at 

the ends--of the zone, and carbonates1 are abundant in one of the veins to 

the side of the zone.

Near the west end of the Frohner zone in the upper adit on the 

Loebber claim (21) the quartz veins become thinner to the westward and 

an accompanying chalcedony vein correspondingly increases in thickness 

to the west (partly shown in figure 23). At the Nellie Grant mine (23) > 

east of the main center of mineralization,, chalcedony is predominate at 

the eaat end of the quartz core. The veins at the east end (locality 

2JA) of the Irohner structure contain a chalcedony body and a small core 

of fine-grained milky to dark quartz. Most of the material on the dump 

is from the core which contains sphalerite and galena.
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Ho veins are known alc..^ the north border of the rrohner zone, 

but to the south chalcedony a,\d v carbon .yhe veins occur. The veins along 

the steep slope south of the vestern ond of the Erohner zone are 

chalcedony veins. The vein ("!;) directly south of the Prohner mine 

consists mainly of milky quartz and cnrbonate cementing brecciated 

quartz, arsenopyrite, galena, arid sohalerite. Some of the quartz, all 

of the carbonate and some fine-grained pyrite are intimately inter- 

grown and appear to be contemporaneous. This vein is thought to 

represent that point on the alteration diagram (fig. 8) at which 

carbonates and pyrite were bo't.h. deposited at the same time. One of 

the chalcedony veins is probably the western extension of this vein*



Peerless £roup

The Peerless group of veins is about 2 males south of Red 

Mountain in the headwaters of Banner Creek. The veins of the group

are scattered, and are not arranged around a center that has beenr '

identified* All of the veins are considered to be of rather low rank 

intermediate or peripheral zonal type* The largest vein extends through
*

the. Peerless mine (26), and vein material on the dump from this mine 

indicates that the vein consists largely of very fine-grained dark   

quartz in sericitic and pyritic rock. The vein (2$) to the north of 

the Peerless vein is largely fine-grained quartz and locally contains 

some chalcedony. The veins to the north of locality 2J? are fine-grained 

quartz veins enclosed in narrow sericite bands* Veins in the Crescent- 

Ida Hay zone (27 and 28) are narrow fine-grained quartz veins set in 

narrow sericitic envelopes* They contain a little coarse-grained milky 

quartz in spots. . ;
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Elliston district

The veins in the northwest part of the mineralized area are not 

well knovn. This area, west of the Continental divide, is known as the 

PTI list on mining district. It is heavily timbered and partly covered 

by rocks younger than the veins. Forbcs Robertson, who mapped the area, 

did not show the veins on his map (University of Washington, Ph.D. 

thesis, 19£6) and the localities of mineralization shown on the geologic 

map (fig. 2') of this report mark the sites of mines onljr. Almost 

nothing is known about the veins. Some of the veins on Negro Mountain 

were mapped by the writer in 19f?3 and re-examined in 1959.

A brief examination of the dumps of the mines known to the 

writer indicates that most of the veins in the Elliston area could be fitted 

into the descriptive and genetic classifications used in this paper. 

The veins are quartz veins or mixed veins, and they appear, from the 

dumps, to be about middle to low rank intermediate types. No evidence 

was found of a dominate center of mineralization in the district, but 

rather each of the larger deposits may be a center for a small group of 

veins around it. These might be similar to the Frohner or Sally Belle 

groups of veins. Some of the veins on Negro Mountain illustrate what may 

be the pattern for veins in tho district.

Several east trending veins occur on Negro Mountain* The two 

largest ones are shown on the geologic map (fig* 2). Of these, the 

Black Jack-Big Dick (1 and 2) vein is the largest and has been the most

'HA



productive. The Black Jack-31 % Dick vein appears to be zoned along
( f 

its length and the group of vc-'lns near the top of Negro Mountain also

appear to be zoned across the strike of the veins. Near its western . 

end, the Black Jack-Big Dick rein contains two ore shoots that contain 

aH of the mineral assemblage:; within the Black Jack (l) and Big Dick (2) 

mines. The ore shoots contain no carbonate, but the vein between the 

two" ore shoots is much narrower than in the shoots. and consists domlnate- 

ly of carbonate. The eastern exfcention of the vein (locality 3),
\s

recently exposed in trenches, is largely tourmaline and chalcedony, 

whereas the quartz in the ore shoots is moderately fine-grained and 

milky to bluish-gray.



Cl-incy district

The Clancy mining district cart ends for several miles around 

the village of Clancy. Almost all of the veins within this area are 

chalcedony veins* The only exceptions are mixed veins; no quartz 

veins are known* ^Nearly all of the mixed veins are in the valleys of 

Lump Gulch or .Prickly Pear and Clancy Creeks.

The quartz in the mixed veins occurs in.small cores in.veins 

that otherwise would be called chalcedony veins. The quartz crystals 

are typically milky to cloudy-white and less than 3 mm. across. Quartz, 

as distinct crystals up to 1 cm. across are known, but they are rare. 

Very fine-grained quartz is common in the form of gray, bluish gray and 

flint-liko varieties, and it is usually associated with pyrite. The 

chalcedony in the cores is later than most of the quartz, and it is 

usually associated with carbonates. The cores also contain light 

colored sphalerite, galena, and silver minerals. Some of the cores are
» i

the sites of small high-grade silver deposits. All of the. mines are 

now inactive.

Zoning in the Clancy district is not as well developed as in 

some of the other districts. No veins^ of the central zonal type have 

been found. All of the veins are either low rank intermediate or 

peripheral in zonal type and these can be easily distinguished from 

each* other* Large areas contain-veins of only the peripheral type,
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but no area contains veins of only the intermediate type*. However, 

the veins or intermediate typo are not scattered throughout the area* 

Instead, they tend to be clustered together in a belt along Lump Gulch, 

in Clancy Creek, and near Alhambra.

The belt of intermediate veins in Lump Gulch extends from near . 

the mouth .of Buffalo Creek eastward almost to Prickly Pear Creek. This 

bolt contains the largest of the mixed veins in the area and "a few 

small ones. The largest quartz cores are at the Liverpool mine (3f?)> 

Little Nell mine (33), Free Coinage mine (32), and Muskegen mine (30). 

The veins in ^.11 Of these mines change to chalcedony veins along strike. 

The quartz cores of most of them contain quite a bit of chalcedony and 

carbonate and a moderate amount of galena and light colored sphalerite. 

Sericite bands along the cores are narrow.

Mixed veins in the valley of Clancy Creek are the Mineral 

HJLH (U2), King Solomon (3k), and the vein at locality 36. Those along 

Prickly Pear Creek are the Alhambra (Ul), New Stake (37),.Mammouth (UO), 

and Legal Tender (39)   The quartz cores in p*n of them are small*



Outlying dreas of mineralization

Three small mineralized districts lie outside of, but near, 

the main mineralized area. Tv;o of then are east of CLancy? one of 

these is near the Jiead of Warm Springs Creek and the other is north 

of it in the drainage of Maupin Creek. The third district is near the 

Boulder River,. around Berkin Flat, west of the mineralized area. In 

addition, a few isolated veins lie outside of the main body of the 

mineralized area* Those in the map area are: the Golconda vein (8U), 

northeast of the Boulder valley; the vein at locality 85, east of the 

Golconda vein; and the Monarch vein (29), west of the mineralized area*

Most of the veins in the outlying districts and the Golconda 

and Monarch veins are very similar to the low rank intermediate veins 

that occur in the outer part of the intermediate zones within the 

mineralized area* The altered rocks also appear to be similar* The 

outlying districts contain groups of veins much like the groups in 

the Rimini-Basin belt of veins. The Maupin Creek district is strongly 

zoned and the Warm Springs district probably is zoned* The Monarch

vein is also strongly zoned* Evidence* of zoning was not* found in the
* -     - jf.."~ .. 

Berkin Flat group, of veins*



Maupiin Creek district

The zoning in the Maupin Creek district is defined on the 

basis of both quartz and very fine-grained quartz, and on the relation 

of pyrite to carbonate* The boundary between the areas of dominate 

pyrite and dominate carbonate deposition is shown on the map* The

boundary between* the pyrite and carbonate zones is sharp   Within the 
>

pyrite zone, no carbonate occurs in the veins although it-was found as 

dissiminated grains in the wall rock". In the carbonate zone some pyrite 

occurs, but it forms a very small part of the vein and carbonate is a 

dominate mineral.

Quartz in the veins ranges from coarse-grained and milky to 

very fine-grained, flinty and gray. Some chalcedony was found. 

Coarse-grained, milky quartz occurs only in a small area within the 

pyrite area near its east end, localities Uf> and U'7, and at locality U6.

Away from these places the quartz tends to become finer-grained and%

less milky.   ;

As far as is known, all of the veins are enclosed in sericitic 

rock for their entire length. .



Warm Springs district

Some or the veins near the head of Warm Springs Creek were 

examined briefly* They are quartz veins that contain varying amounts 

of pyrite and carbonate* These veins appear to be zoned around the
' '  i

Whita Pine mine (U8).

ISO,



Berkin 51at srea

Many small veins occur on and around Berkin FLat. They are 

known almost entirely from prospect pits or the dumps of adits. Vein 

material from the dumps and pits is characterized by rather abundant 

carbonate and varying amounts of fine-grained quartz*



.Tonarch vein

c '< 

The Monarch vein (2°) occupies an east trending fault zone

near its intersection with a north trending fault or sheeted zone* At.-"''* 

the intersection of the two structures, the vein consists of compact 

fine-grained quartz and sulfida minerals enclosed in sericitio walls. 

Away from the intersection the quartz vein gradually changes to a 

chalcedony vein, and the sericite bands pinch out against the vein.
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